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Bibliography of CCU Student Research Presentations, 











Undergraduate Research is broadly defined as original research and scholarly or creative work that is 
conducted by an undergraduate student or team of students, usually with guidance from a faculty or 
external mentor.  It is a process of careful inquiry, methodology, and outcomes leading to the discovery 
of new information or the generation of creative works.  CCU students from all disciplines conduct 
undergraduate research.  It is a powerful learning experience and a clear pathway to success in careers 
and graduate programs. 
 
This bibliography celebrates the accomplishments of Coastal Carolina University undergraduate students 
in the areas of research, scholarship, and creative works during the 2014-2015 school year.  It is not a 
listing of all students who took courses in these areas but is instead a listing of significant outcomes 
from research and creative activities:  off-campus or campus-wide presentations, publications, 
performances, exhibitions, and academic competitions.  The time frame covers the Maymester, 
summer, and fall semesters of 2014 and the spring semester of 2015.  The bibliography is arranged 
alphabetically by the five colleges (College of Science, Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts, 
Spadoni College of Education, University College, and Wall College of Business) and by departments 
within each college.  Entries are listed by student name under the student’s major department, even if 
the research topic or faculty mentor was in a different department.  If there are multiple authors, the 
entry is listed by the name and major of the first author.  In multi-authored entries with mixed student 
and non-student authors, the CCU undergraduate student names are in bold font.  If a student is a 
double major, the entry is listed under the most appropriate major, given the topic and faculty mentor.  
The exception to this pattern is for performances, in which all student performers were listed under 
either music or theatre, as appropriate.  Though the Honors Program is housed in University College, 
honors theses and related activities were listed under each honor student’s home department (major).  
Student-authored articles from the student newspaper, The Chanticleer, are not included in this 
bibliography, nor are works from staff writers/photographers for Coastal’s Tempo magazine, though 
invited scholarly articles from Tempo have been included. 
 
A breakdown of the numbers and categories of undergraduate student research and creative products is 
described in Table 1.  Many of these products were associated with a formal undergraduate research or 
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senior thesis course in which students worked one-on-one with a faculty mentor (over 700 
undergraduate CCU students enrolled in an undergraduate research/senior thesis course during the 
2014-2015 academic year).  However, a number of these accomplishments grew out of traditional 
courses or extracurricular efforts, as well.   
 
Table 1. Undergraduate Student Research and Creative Products, 2014-2015 Academic Year.  The listed 
numbers of publications and conference presentations do not equate to the number of participating 
students, as many of these products have multiple co-authors.  Totals for all other categories correspond to 
the number of participating students. 
 
Publications  Number 
Peer-reviewed Journal Publications 19 
CCU Student Research Journal Publications (in Bridges) 4 
CCU Student Art and Literary Journal Publications/Awards (in Archarios) 35 
Conference Presentations   
Professional/Academic Conference Presentations (off-campus)1 106 
CCU Campus-wide Conference Presentations2 94 
ADDY Awards (visual arts/advertising) 17 
Model European Union & SC Student Legislature Presentations/Officers/Award Winners 41 
Honors or Senior Thesis Presentations/Papers (Departmental) 108 
Miscellaneous3 22 
Student Participants in Public Performances   
CCU Musical Concerts and Performances 94 
CCU Theatrical Performances 106 
New York Showcase 3 
 
1 National/International Conferences (26), Regional Conferences (16), State Conferences (20) 
2 Undergraduate Research Competition (89), Charting Your Course Leadership Conference (5)  
3 Paul Rice Poetry Competition (6), scholarly articles in Tempo (8), Freshmen Writing Contest winner, juried 
art exhibition (1), Article in Coastal Carolina University Magazine (1), Student Convocation speaker (1), 







QUALITY EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING 
Undergraduate Research is one of several pillars supporting a foundation of Experiential Learning 
opportunities for undergraduate students at Coastal Carolina University.  In addition to Undergraduate 
Research, about 2000 students participated in internships and international study-abroad programs 
during the 2014-2015 academic year.  Countless more participated in service learning projects and other 
designed projects through coursework or extra-curricular activities.  Experiential Learning brings 
education to life! 
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STUDENT RESEARCH BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 
[Gray highlighting indicates an off-campus, non-CCU event or publication] 
 
 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY 
 
Bakal, Layla, Mallory J. Banton, Maya M. Outlaw, Kristen E. Polivka. "Zinc is the Molecular "Switch" that 
Controls the Cataylytic Cycle of Bacterial Leucycl-tRNA Synthetase.” Elsevier Journal of Inorganic 
Biochemistry. 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Rachel Whitaker, Manonmani Kumar and Sathish A. Kumer] 
 
Bakal, Layla. "Zinc is the Molecular "Switch" that Controls the Cataylytic Cycle of Bacterial Leucycl-tRNA 
Synthetase.”  7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. 
April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Rachel Whitaker] 
 
Bakal, Layla, Mallory J. Banton. "Bacterial Death Results from Mutations Made in Translocation Peptide 
of Leucyl-tRNA Synthetase.”  Bridges. A Journal of Student Research.  Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. Issue 9, Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Daniel M. McDonough and Rachel A. Hellmann-
Whitaker] http://www.coastal.edu/academics/bridges/ 
 
Baykal, Layla and Kingsley Neal. "Synthesis of LeuRS Inhibitors.”  Poster.  7th Annual Undergraduate 
Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Bryan 
Wakefield] 
 
Baykal, Layla and Rachel Whitaker. "The Geometric Breakdown of the ZN2+ Chelating Pocket within the 
ZN-1 Domain of E. Coli Leucyl-Trna Synthetase contributes to ITS.”  South Carolina Academy of Science. 
(SCAS/SCJAS) Furman University, Greenville, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Rachel Whitaker] 
 
Neal, Kingsley and Layla Baykal. "Synthesis of LeuRS Inhibitors.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate 
Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015.  [Faculty Mentor: Bryan 
Wakefield] 
 
Powers, Amy and Derek Pride.  "The Search for Lytic Bacteriophages within the Population of Coastal 
Carolina Students.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Paul Richardson] 
 
Powers, Amy and Derek Pride. "Investing the Student Population at Coastal Carolina University for Lytic 
Viruses.”  South Carolina Academy of Science. (SCAS/SCJAS) Furman University, Greenville, SC. April, 
2015. [Faculty Mentor: Paul Richardson] 
 
Pride, Derek and Paul E. Richardson.  "The Quest for a Bacteriophage Lytic to Staphylococcus Aureus 
and Escherichia Coli.” Poster.  South Carolina Academy of Science. (SCAS/SCJAS) Furman University, 
Greenville, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Paul Richardson] 
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DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY 
 
Ashlund, Tyler and Kevin McWilliams.  "Determination of Rate of Reaction for the Hydrolysis of Phalates 
with Various Bases.” South Carolina Academy of Science. (SCAS/SCJAS) Furman University, Greenville, 
SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Kevin McWilliams] 
 
Banton, Mallory. "The Geometric Breakdown of the ZN2+ Chelating Pocket within the ZN-1 Domain of E. 
Coli Leucyl-Trna Synthetase contributes to ITS.”  South Carolina Academy of Science. (SCAS/SCJAS) 
Furman University, Greenville, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Rachel Whitaker] 
 
Banton, Mallory. "Biophysical Parameters that Determine RNA-Mental Complex Formation.” Big South 
Undergraduate Research Symposium (BIGSurs). Campbell University, Buies Creek, NC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Rachel Whitaker] 
 
Banton, Mallory. "Biophysical Parametes that Determine RNA-mental Complex Formation.”  7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: Rachel Whitaker] 
 
Cottrell, Cyra Mai-Bailey. “The Effects of a heavily used Pesticide on the Fertility of the Green Anole 
Lizard.”  Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Scott Parker] 
Flewing, Sarah and S.L. Parker. “Effects of Temperature and Oxygen on Growth and Differentiation of 
Embroys of the Ground Skink, Scincella lateralis.” Journal of Experimental Zoology Part A: Ecology 
Genetics and Physiology 323: 445-455.  Spring, 2015. [Scott L. Parker] 
 
Hance, Cameron and Kevin McWilliams. "Synthesis of Osmium-Olefin Compounds.” South Carolina 
Academy of Science. (SCAS/SCJAS) Furman University, Greenville, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Kevin 
McWilliams] 
 
Harden, Mariah and Lance McDanel.  "Elucidation of the Ophysical Parmeters that Underlie Nucleic Acid-
Metal Interactions.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Rachel Whitaker] 
 
Laws, Briana, DeVairay L. White and Christina M. Auth. "Analyzing Perceptions of Recreational Needs in 
Horry County.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, 
SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Sharon Thompson] 
 
Martin, Amber D. "Functional Response of Venus Flytraps (Dionala muscipula).” Honors Thesis. Coastal 
Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: John Hutchens] 
 
McDanel, Lance and Mariah Harden. "Elucidation of the Ophysical Parmeters that Underlie Nucleic Acid-
Metal Interactions.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Rachel Whitaker] 
 
Oshima, Megumi. "Effects of Injury on Dorytheuthis (Loliog) Praleii's Response to Predation Threats.” 7th 
Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Robyn Crook, Woods Hole, Maine, Summer REU Program] 
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Oshima, Megumi. “Behavioral and Neurophysiology Studies on Loligo Pealei’s Response to Perihperal 
Injury.” Marine Biological Laboratory Undergraduate Research Symposium.  August, 2014. [Faculty 
Mentor: Robyn Crook] 
 
Thomas, Chelsey. "Assessing Changes in Campus Nutritional Choices among Collegiate Athletes.” 7th 
Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Sharon Thompson] 
 
Troutman, Ina and Jordan Wesel. "Unnatural Amino Acids.” Progressions Magazine. Coastal Carolina 
University. Winter, 2013. [Faculty Mentor: Paul Richardson] 
 
Wesel, Jordan and Ina Troutman. "D-Amino Acid Inhibitory Properties on Staphylococcus Aureus and 
Escherchia Coli Growth.”  South Carolina Academy of Science. (SCAS/SCJAS) Furman University, 
Greenville, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Paul Richardson] 
 
Zuczek, Justin. "pH and Pyridine Ligand Dependence of Dioxygen Reductions Catalyzed by (N02) 
(Me2Npy) CoF16Pc on Glassy Carbon Electrodes.” Big South Undergraduate Research Symposium 
(BIGSurs). Campbell University, Buies Creek, NC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: John Goodwin] 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY  
 
Cannon, Joe.  “Environmental Phage and Phage Environmental Collecting.”  Applied Research in 
Chemistry (Chem 499 7A, 499 7G), Coastal Carolina University, Fall, 2014 and Spring, 2015.  {Faculty 
Mentor: Paul Richardson] 
 
Coates, Harley and Larissa Martin. "Heavy Metal Concentration in Donax Clams Found in Myrtle Beach 
Analyzed using Atomic Abstraction.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal 
Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Kevin McWilliams] 
 
Cooper, Josh.  “PCR Identification of Phage.”  Applied Research in Chemistry (Chem 499 7F), Coastal 
Carolina University, Fall, 2014.  [Faculty Mentor: Paul Richardson] 
 
Cufley, Maria and Veronica Lance. "Optimization of Friedel Crafts Alyklation with Indoles to Form the 
Core of Flinderole C.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Bryan Wakefield] 
 
Graham, Hannah.  “D-Amino Acid Research.”  Applied Research in Chemistry (Chem 499 7D), Coastal 
Carolina University, Spring, 2015.  [Faculty Mentor: Paul Richardson] 
 
Huggins, Erin. “Environmental Phage.”  Applied Research in Chemistry (Chem 499 7H), Coastal Carolina 
University, Spring, 2015.  [Faculty Mentor: Paul Richardson}. 
 
Martin, Larissa and Harley Coates. "Heavy Metal Concentration in Donax Clams Found in Myrtle Beach 
Analyzed using Atomic Abstraction.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal 
Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Kevin McWilliams] 
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Peterson, Riane.  “Anti-bacterial Drug Discovery.”  Applied Research in Chemistry (Chem 499 7E), Coastal 
Carolina University.  Fall, 2014.  [Faculty Mentor: Paul Richardson] 
 
Pride, Derek. “Medical Phage and Bacterial Discovery.”  Applied Research in Chemistry (499 7B), 
Coastal Carolina University.  Fall, 2014 and Spring, 2015.  [Faculty Mentor: Paul Richardson] 
 
Powers, Amy.  “Medical Bacteriophages.”  Applied Research in Chemistry (Chem 499 7G), Coastal 
Carolina University.  Fall, 2014.  [Faculty Mentor: Paul Richardson] 
 
Ritter, Valoria and Rachel Whitaker. ”Biomaterial Development for the Removal of Metal Contaminants 
in Water.” South Carolina Academy of Science. (SCAS/SCJAS) Furman University, Greenville, SC. April, 
2015. [Faculty Mentor: Rachel Whitaker] 
 
Samuel, Auquilla. "CCU Campus Water Quality.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research 
Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Kevin McWilliams] 
 
Stewart, Britney. "Conformational Isomerization of 2-Butenediotic Acid: - A Computational Study.”  
Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 
2015. [Faculty Mentor: Johnson Agbo] 
 
Thurn, Nicholas. "Concentration on Bacteriophages from Environmental Waters using Divalent Metal 
Cations.” Big South Undergraduate Research Symposium (BIGSurs). Campbell University, Buies Creek, 
NC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Paul Richardson] 
 
Valedon, Brittany. "Development of Molecular Modeling Module.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate 
Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Kevin 
McWilliams] 
 
Wesel, Jordan.  “D-Amino Acid Research and D-Amino Acid Discovery.”  Applied Research in Chemistry 
(Chem 499 7D and 499 7C).  Coastal Carolina University.  Fall, 2014.  [Faculty Mentor: Paul Richardson] 
 
Wesel, Jordan, Ina Troutman and Paul E. Richardson.  “D-Amino Acid Inhibitory Properiest on 
Staphylococcus Aureus and Escherchia Coli Growth”.  South Carolina Academy of Science. (SCAS/SCJAS) 
Furman University, Greenville, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Paul Richardson] 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 
 
Atkinson, Brian, Nathan DeBardeleben, Qiang Guan and Bob Robey. "Fault Injection Experiments with 
the CLAMR Hydrodynamics Mini-App.”  25th Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) 
International Symposium on Software Reliability Engineering (ISSRE). Naples, Italy. November, 2014. 
[Faculty Mentor: William M. Jones] 
 
Atkinson, Brian, Walter Ligon III, Nathan DeBardeleben, Qiang Guan, Sean Blanchard, and Bob Roby. 
"Fault Injection, Detection, and Correction in CLAMR Using F-SEFI.”  Poster.  International Conference for 
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High Performance Computing, Networking, Storage and Analysis. New Orleans, LA. November, 2014. 
[Faculty Mentor: William M. Jones] 
 
Chrane, Colton. "An Examination of Tor Technology based Anonymous Internet.”  15th Informating 
Science Institute (InSite) International Conference. Tampa, FL. [Faculty Mentor: Sathish Alampalayam 
Kumar] 
 
Dill, Kirby. ”Intergrating an Object Interface with OrangeFS.” National Science Foundation and Research 
for Undergraduates, NSF REU Poster Presentation, Clemson University, Clemson, SC. [Faculty Mentor: 
Walter B. Ligon III, Clemson University] http://cyberx.clemson.edu 
 
Saeger, J.T., N. G. Grimes, H. E. Rickard, and E.E. Hackett.  “Evaluation of Simplified Evaporation Duct 
Refractivity Models for Inversion Problems.” (under review) Radio Science. Spring, 2015. [Erin Rickard] 
 
Saeger, J.T., H. E. Rickard and E.E. Hackett.  “Similarity and Dissimilarity Measures for Comparison of 
Propagation Patterns.” Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) International Symposium on 
Antennas and Propagation and North American Radio Science Meeting, Vancouver, BC, Canada.  July, 
2015. [Erin Rickard and Erin Hackett] 
 
 




Kilbride, Thomas.  "The Media's Impact on Eating Disorders in Young Males.”  Poster. 7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentors: Mark Flynn and Christina Anderson] 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH PROMOTION 
 
Adams, Sarah (team leader), Marcy Buzuleciu and Victoria Lambert. "Drowning.” Case study national 
competition. *Second Place*.  66th Annual Meeting for Public Health Education, Portland, Oregon. 
[Faculty Mentor: Sherer Royce] 
 
Arce, Gabe and Jason Lee. "Safety on a Bike: That's What We Like.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research 
Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Sharon Thompson 
and Eric Wright] 
 
Auth, Christina M., Briana N. Laws, and DeVairay L. White. "Analyzing Perceptions of Recreational Needs 
in Horry County.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Sharon Thompson] 
 
Farr, Sasha. "Media and Peer Influences on Body Perception and Eating Disorders.”  Poster. 7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: William Hills] 
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Herriott, Ariel. "Women's Access to Contraception in Sierra Leone.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate 
Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Fredanna 
M'Cormack McGough] 
 
Herriott, Ariel. "Accessing Maternal and Reproductive Health Care in Sierra Leone.” Big South 
Undergraduate Research Symposium (BIGSurs). Campbell University, Buies Creek, NC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Fredanna M'Cormack McGough] 
 
Lambert, Victoria. "Weight Gain and Sleeping Patterns among College Students.” 7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: Sharon Thompson] 
 
Lee, Jason and Gabe Arce. "Safety on a Bike: That's What We Like.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research 
Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Sharon Thompson 
and Eric Wright] 
 
Owens, Tyler. "Gaps in U.S. Healthcare: The Effects of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act on 
the Uninsured Population and Free Clinic Services.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, 
Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Sherer Royce] 
 
Owens, Tyler. "Gaps in U.S. Healthcare: The Effects of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act on 
the Uninsured Population and Free Clinic Services-A Case Study.”  Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC.  [Faculty Mentor: Sherer Royce] 
 
Po, Mariel Celina G. "Student Perception about Purchasing a Textbook for a College Course: Does 
Gender and Class Status Matter?" 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Stephen Firsing] 
 
Po, Mariel Celina G. "College Student Perceptions of a Health Course Textbook.” Big South 
Undergraduate Research Symposium (BIGSurs). Campbell University, Buies Creek, NC. April, 2015.  
[Faculty Mentor: Stephen Firsing] 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF EXERCISE SPORT SCIENCE 
 
Aikens, Erica L.  "Blood Pressure Variability while Playing Golf: Walking vs. Riding.” 7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: G. William Lyerly] 
 
Aikens, Erica L.  "Acute Responses in Heart Rate when Playing Golf: Walking vs. Riding.”  Poster. 
Southeastern American College of Sports Medicine Regional Conference.  Jacksonville, FL. February, 
2015. [Faculty Mentor: William Hills] 
 
Henry, Sarah M.  "Energy Expenditure for Health Benefits: Actigraph Accelerometer vs. Polar Heart Rate 
Monitor.”  7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. 
April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: G. William Lyerly] 
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Henry, Sarah M. "Energy Expenditure Accuracy: Actigraph Accelerometer vs. Polar Heart Rate Monitor.”  
Poster.  Southeastern American College of Sports Medicine Regional Conference. Jacksonville, FL. 
February, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: G. William Lyerly] 
 
Henry, Sarah M. "Does a Higher Heart Rate Peak Indicate Higher Energy Expenditure during Golf?" 
Poster.  American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) Annual Meeting. San Diego, CA. May, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: G. William Lyerly] 
 
Iwaskewycz, Michael W. "Acute Responses in Heart Rate when Playing Golf: Walking vs. Riding.”  7th 
Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: G. William Lyerly] 
 
Iwaskewycz, Michael W. "Acute Heart Rate Responses to Playing Golf: Walking vs. Riding.”  Southeastern 
American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) Regional Conference.  Jacksonville, FL. February, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: G. William Lyerly] 
 
Iwaskewycz, Michael W. “Comparisons between Average Heart Rate and Average Caloric Expenditure in 
Carrying (C) vs. Riding (R) Nine-Holes of Golf.”  Poster.  American College of Sports Medicine National 
Conference.  San Diego, CA. May, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: G. William Lyerly] 
 
Liming, Rachel.  "Effect of 30 Second vs. 60 Second Static Stretching on Vertical Jump Performance.”  
Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 
2015. [Faculty Mentor: J. Chadwick Smith] 
 
Ludlam, Danielle, Stacey Beam, Sarah Henry, Michael Iwaskewcz, Erica Aikens, Gregory Martel and G. 
William Lyerly. "Comparison of Maximal Heart Rate Prediction Formulas When Applied to Golf: Walking 
vs. Riding.”  Poster.  American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) Annual Meeting. San Diego, CA. May, 
2015. [Faculty Mentor: Gregory Martel and G. William Lyerly] 
 
Ludlum, Danielle. "Changes in Heart Rate and Energy Expenditure in College Males While Golfing: 
Walking vs. Riding.”  7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: G. William Lyerly] 
 
Ludlum, Danielle. "Energy Expenditure and Cardiovascular Responses to Golf: Walking vs. Riding.”  
Poster.  Southeastern American College of Sports Medicine Regional Conference.  Jacksonville, FL. 
February, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: G. William Lyerly] 
 
Ludlum, Danielle. "Energy Expenditure and Cardiovascular Responses to Golf: Walking vs. Riding.”  
Poster.  Southern Regional Honors Council, 43rd Annual Conference Honors: Transcending Borders and 
Boundaries. Hyatt Regency, Greenville, SC. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: G. William Lyerly] 
 
Peterson, Erica. "CINO Legacy: What Not to Wear: Coastal Edition.” 2015 Charting Your Course 
Leadership Conference, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. March, 2015.  
 
Sanders, Dori. "Does Educational Level Determine Health Practices of Employees at a Southeastern 
Medical Center?"  7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC.  April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Sharon Thompson] 
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White, DeViray L., Christina M. Auth and Briana N. Laws. "Analyzing Perceptions of Recreational Needs 
in Horry County.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Sharon Thompson] 
 
 
DEPARMENT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
 
Horinbein, Daria.  “Developing Leap Motion.” Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) Computer 
Science Education Conference. Atlanta, Georgia.  Summer, 2014.  [Faculty Mentor: William Jones] 
 
McCray, Jasmine A. "A Custom Augmentation to Permission Based Security for Android Mobile 
Applications.” University of Arkansas at Little Rock, AK. Summer, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Han Liu and  
Chia-Chu Chiange, University of Arkansas Little Rock] 
 
McCray, Jasmine A. “A Custom Augmentation to Permission Based Security for Android Mobile 
Applications.” Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  [Faculty Mentor: William Jones] 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF MARINE SCIENCE 
 
Aulffo, Tyler. "Abundance, Distribution, and Physical Properties of Ghost Crab Burrows in Horry County, 
SC.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. 
April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Eric D. Rosch] 
 
Berkle, Kenneth, Bridget Falls and Megan Maloney. "Toxic Effects of Paper Mill Discharge: The 
Repercussions of a Growing Society on Fish.” Marine Science 
Today.http://marinesciencetoday.com/2015/01/1-26-toxic-effects-on-paper-mill-
discharge/2015[Faculty Mentor: James Borton] 
 
Bruce, Jessica B. "A Survey of Shark Population in Winyah Bay, SC: A Comparison of Data from 2002-
2006 and from 2012-2014.” Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. [Faculty Mentor:  
Dan Abel] 
 
Cafaro, Robert. 2015 Big South Conference College Quiz Bowl *Second Place - individual score* Liberty 
University, Charlotte, NC. January, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: David Duncan and Jim Wright] 
 
Catalano, David. "Seasonal Variation in Gut Contents of Atlantic Silversides from Dunn Sound, SC.”  
Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 
2015 [Faculty Mentors: Jane Guentzel and Daniel Ferrons] 
 
Cline, Michael. "An Investigation into the Relationship between Common Marine Nutrients and 
Phytoplankton Community Composition.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, 
Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Eric Koepfler] 
 
Cline, Michael. "An Investigation into the Relationship between Common Marine Nutrients and 
Phytoplankton Community Composition.”  Poster. Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, 
SC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Eric Koepfler] 
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Cousins, Matthew, McKenna, Caleb Starovasnik, Lindsey Sherwood, Amanda Macek and Matthew 
Cousins. "Water Quality Analysis of Effluent Discharge Effects on the Sampit River from International 
Paper Mill in Georgetown, South Carolina.” Marine Science Today.  January, 2015.  
http://marinesciencetoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/2-9-
waterqualityanalysisofeffluentodischargeeffects.pdf. 
[Faculty Mentor: James Borton] 
 
Dean, Kelsey, Caitlin McNamara, Meredith Boddiford and Logan Michael. "Toxic Effluents and the Effects 
in the Ecosystem.”  Marine Science Today. http://marinesciencetoday.com/2015/03/23/effects-of-toxic-
effluents/ [Faculty Mentor: James Borton] 
 
Deborde, Emily. “Bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) Stock Evaluation along the South Carolina 
Coastline.” Honors Thesis.  Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Rob 
Young] 
 
Dedicatoria, Kristina, Samanatha Cook, Maria Hanion and Austin Hamel. "A Summary of the Negative 
Effects caused by Pulp and Paper Mill Effluents in Estuarine Systems.” Marine Science Today. 
http://marinesciencetoday.com/2015/01/12/mill-effluents-potentially-increase-cancer/2015  
[Faculty Mentor: James Borton] 
 
Duecaster, A. and E. Wright. "3D Visualization of the GPR Stratigraphy of DeBordieu Island, SC.”  
Southeastern Estuarine Research Society (SEERS) Conference, Wilmington, NC. Fall, 2014. [Faculty 
Mentor: Eric Wright] 
 
Dunn, Courtney N., Dani C. Silva, Emily P. Deborde. "Distribution and Movements of Bottlenose Dolphins 
(Tursiops truncatus) along the Northern South Carolina Coast: A Research Partnership with Ecotourism.”  
Coastal Business Journal. 14.1 (2014): 63-76 Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. [Faculty Mentor: 
Rob Young] 
 
Eckley, Rachel, Kara Crines, Stacey Reichardt and Hayley Whittaker. "Mill Effluents Potentially Increase 
Cancer.”  Marine Science Today. http://marinesciencetoday.com/2015/01/12/mill-effluents-potentially-
increase-cancer/2015 [Faculty Mentor: James Borton] 
 
Esch, Melanie. "Reef Coverage and Species Richness with Respect to Water Depth at Discovery Bay, 
Jamaica.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Erin Burge]  
 
Fiuzat, Hunter. "Seasonal Influences on Gut Contents of Mummichogs in South Carolina.”  Poster. 7th 
Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentors: Jane Guentzel and Daniel Ferrons] 
 
Foley, Katina. "The Correlation between Light Pollution along the Grand Stand and the Location of Sea 
Turtle Nests.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway SC. 
April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Louis Keiner] 
 
Gunning, Kristin. "New Assessment Tool for Bioretention Practices.”  Poster. South Carolina Water 
Resource Conference (SCWRC) Columbia, SC. October, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Karen Fuss] 
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Haffey, E., Eric Hoffman, Kyle, Hoffman, Kristin Gunning, Adam Yascavage, Lindsay King, B. Richard 
and D.M. Allen and J.M. Harding.  "Seasonal Trends in Blenny Habitat Use in a Southeastern Saltmarsh 
Creek.” Southeastern Estuarine Research Society (SEERS) semi-annual meeting. Jacksonville, FL. March, 
2015. [Faculty Mentors: Julianne Harding and Dennis Allen] 
 
Hilton, Sloan, Emilye Rybarczyk, Anna Vidal, Greg Maessa and Diane B. Fribance.  "Physical Monitoring 
of Coastal Waters: An Educational Experience.” Southeastern Research Society (SEERS) Conference semi-
annual meeting, Jacksonville, FL. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Diane B. Fribance] 
 
Jacobs, Corrine and Marek Jendrassak. "Effect of Turbulence on Particle Settling Velocities.”  7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentors: Erin Hackett and Roi Gurka] 
 
Jacobs, Corrine, Marek Jendrassak, Roi Gurka and Erin Hackett. "Effects of Turbulence on Settling 
Velocities of Synthetic and Natural Particles.” Poster. American Geophysical Union (AGU) Fall Meeting, 
San Francisco, CA. December, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Roi Gurka and Erin Hackett] 
 
Jacobs, Corrine. "Effect of Turbulence on Particle Settling Velocities.” Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Erin Hackett] 
 
Keffer, Sarah. "Rainfall, Ground, and Lake Water Monitoring in Briarcliffe Acres, SC.”  Poster. 7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: Susan Libes] 
 
King, Lyndsey R. "Body Length at Median Reproductive Maturity of Two Commercially Valuable Reef Fish 
Species.”  The Pacific Islands Fisheries Science Center.  Summer Intern Symposium. Honolulu, Hawaii. 
Summer, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Julianne Harding] 
 
King, Lyndsey R. "Body Length at Median Reproductive Maturity of Two Commercially Valuable Reef Fish 
Species.” Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Julianne 
Harding] 
 
King, Lyndsey R. "Blenny Habitat use in Georgetown, South Carolina.” The Southeastern Estuarine 
Research Society. Jacksonville, FL. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Julianne Harding] 
 
Krug, S. M., J.M. Harding, D.M. Allen, S. Dingley and R.M. Tremont.  "Ontogentic changes in Preditor-
prey Interactions between Two Species of Larval Fishes and Oyster Veligers.”  Journal of Experimental 
Marine Biology and Ecology.”471:164-174. [Faculty Mentors: Julianne Harding, D.M. Allen] 
 
Krug, S. M., J.M. Harding, D.M. Allen, S. Dingley and R.M. Tremont. "Matches and Mismatches: 
Temporal Variation in the Consumption and Selection of Oyster Veligers by Larval Gobies.”  National 
Shellfisheries Association Meeting, Jacksonville, FL.  March, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Julianne Harding, 
D.M. Allen, S. Dingley, R.M. Tremont and C.T. Armstrong.] 
 
Lance, Veronica. "Differences in the Gut Contents of Mummichogs (Fundulus hereroclitus) from a 
Polluted Site and a Non-polluted Site in South Carolina, U.S.A.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate 
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Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Jane 
Guentzel and Daniel Ferrons] 
 
Lance, Veronica and Maria Cufley. "Optimization of Friedel Crafts Alyklation with Indoles to Form the 
Core of Flinderole C.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Bryan Wakefield] 
 
Lavin, Alyson. "Patterns of Association between Bottlenose Dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) off the Grand 
Strand, SC.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, *First Place* Oral Presentation (Science 
and Mathematics), Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Rob Young] 
 
Lavin, Alyson C. "Associate Patterns in Atlantic Bottlenose Dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) off Northern 
South Carolina.” Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: 
Rob Young] 
 
Lavin, Alyson C. D.C. Silva, and R. Y. Young. "A Year of Photo-Identification off Northern South Carolina. 
Insights into Stock Structure, Seasonal Movements, and Abundance.” Poster. Southeastern and Mid-
Atlantic Marine Mammal Symposium (SEAMANNS) Virginia Beach, VA. March, 2015 [Faculty Mentor: 
Rob Young] 
 
Martin, Amber D.  “Prey Capture of Venus Flytraps.” Honors Thesis.  Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC.  Spring, 2015.  [Faculty Mentor: John Hutchens] 
 
McKinley, Samantha. "Effects of Hydrocarbon Extraction on Subsidence in the Mississippi Delta.”  Poster. 
7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Zhixiong Shen] 
 
McNamara, Caitlin. "Determining Stock Structure of Atlantic Bottlenose Dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) 
Using Photo-identification.” Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Rob Young] 
 
McNamara, Caitlin, Kelsey Dean, Logan Michael, Meredith Boddiford and Bryan Seel. "Toxic Effluents 
and the Effects in the Ecosystem.” Marine Science Today. 
http://marinesciencetoday.com/2015/03/23/effects-of-toxic-effluents/ [Faculty Mentor: James Borton] 
 
Mullen, Coral, Brion Harrison, James Rupinski and Alec Schweinberg.  "Entrance of Paper Mill Effluent 
Chemicals into Ecosystem and their Subsequent Biomagnification and Interaction with Humans a 
Review.”  Marine Science Today. http://marinesciencetoday.com/2015/02/2-33/entrance-of-paper-mill-
effluent-chemicals-into-ecosystem/  2015 [Faculty Mentor: James Borton] 
 
Mumford, Mallory and Claire M. Engelhardt.  "Pulp and Paper Mill Pollution Effects on Estuarine 
Environments.” Marine Science Today. http://marinesciencetoday.com/2015/ [Faculty Mentor: James 
Borton] 
 
Murray, Emily R. "Xenobalanus Index Modeling in Atlantic Bottlenose Dolphins.” 7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: Rob Young] 
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Murray, Emily R. "Using Xenobalanus Index to Model Stock Structure.” Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. Fall, 2014.  [Faculty Mentor: Rob Young] 
 
Murray, Emily R. D.C. Silva and R. F. Young.  "Using a Xenobalanus Index to Model Dolphin Stocks.”  
Southeastern and Mid-Atlantic Marine Mammal Symposium (SEAMAMMS).Virginia Beach. VA. March, 
2015. [Faculty Mentor: Robert Young] 
 
Murray, Emily R. "Voices of Gullah.”  Archarois Press.  Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 
2015.  
 
Nguyen, Brian. "Blooming Lotus.” Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015.  
[Faculty Mentor: Dan Albergotti] 
 
Novak, Megan. "Osmoregulation in Deep Sea Sharks: A Comparative Osmoregulation Analysis between 
Deep Sea Sharks and their Shallow Water Counterparts.” Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. Summer, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Dan Abel] 
 
O'Brien, Malarie and Meghan Troup. "A Study of Hypoxic Events in Long Bay, South Carolina: 2004-
2014.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, 
SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Diane Fribance, Erin Hackett and Roi Gurka] 
 
O'Shea, D. Cristina, Caitlin E. McMamara, D.C. Silva and R. F. Young. "Southern Boundry and Seasonal 
Movement of Bottlenose Dolphins (tursiops truncatus) in the Southern North Carolina Estuarine System 
Stock.” Southeastern and Mid-Atlantic Marine Mammal Symposium (SEAMAMMS). Virginia Beach. VA. 
March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Robert Young] 
 
Oshima, Megumi. "Effects of Injury on Dorytheuthis (Loliog) Praleii's Response to Predation Threats.” 
Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Robyn Crook] 
 
Oshima, Megumi.  “Biochemistry of Diseases.”  (MSCI) Marine Biological Laboratory Undergraduate 
Research Symposium, Woods Hole, MA. August, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Robyn Crook] 
 
Richardson, Renee. "Exploratory Usage of Global WRF for ensemble Tropical Cyclone Simulations.” 7th 
Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentors: Varavut Limpasuvan and Shaowu Bao] 
 
Richardson, Renee. "The Impact of Sea Surface Temperature on Hurricane Frequency.” 29th Annual 
National Conference. (CUR) Council on Undergraduate Research. Eastern Washington University, 
Spokane, Washington. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Varavut Limpasuvan] 
 
Saeger, John and Nathaniel G. Grimes. "Evaluation of Simplified Evaporation Duct Refractivity Models for 
Inversion Problems.”  Radio Science under review.  Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: H. Erin Richard and E. 
Erin Hackett] 
 
Saeger, John.  "Evaluation of Simplified Models for Refractivity Inversion Problems.”  7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: Erin Hackett] 
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Saeger, John.  "Similarity and Dissimilarity Measures for Comparison of Propagation Patterns.”  Institute 
of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) International Symposium on Antennas and Propagation and 
North American Radio Science Meeting, Vancouver, BC, Canada. July, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: H. Erin 
Richard and E. Erin Hackett] 
 
Segreto, John M. "Unsteady Effects of the Near Wake behind Freely Flying European Starling, American 
Robin, and Western Sandpiper.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, *First Place* Poster.  
Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Roi Gurka]  
 
Segreto, John.  M.A311 Features in the Near Wake of Freely Flying European Starling Western Sandpiper 
and American Robin.”  The Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology. West Palm Beach, FL. 
January, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Erin Hackett and Roi Gurka] 
 
Segreto, John M. "Bronstet acid-catalyzed Fridel-Crafts Reaction.” Coastal Carolina University, Conway, 
SC. Fall, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Brian Wakefield] 
 
Young, Robert, Silva, Dani C., Alyson C. Lavin, Cristina O'Shea and Caitlin E. McMamara. "An 
Abundance Estimate for the Southern North Carolina Estuarine System Stock.”  Southeastern and Mid-
Atlantic Marine Mammal Symposium (SEAMAMMS). Virginia Beach. VA. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: 
Robert Young] 
 
Smith, Kathryn M.  “CINO Ignite Leadership.” 2015 Charting Your Course Leadership Conference.  Coastal 
Carolina University, Conway, SC.  March, 2015. 
 
Spongberg, Hanna. "Populations Genetics in Coral Reef Populations.” Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Erin Burge] 
 
Sporre, Megan A. "Identification of Fish Hosts for Lake Waccamaw Mussels using Molecular 
Techniques.” Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Erin 
Burge] 
 
Sporre, Megan A. "Effects of Predator Exclusion on Fouling Communities.” Marine Bethic Ecology (MSCI 
479). Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: S. Forster, A.L. Murphy 
and C. Norman] 
 
Sporre, Megan A. "Effects of Temperature on the Release of Cercarie by Ilyanassa obsolete.” Diseases 
and Parasites of Aquatic Organisms (MSCI 466). Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentors: T.M. Beheler and C.B. Raynor] 
 
Stady, Samantha. "Synthesis of the Flinderole C Core using a LaRock Synthesis.”  Poster. 7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: Bryan Wakefield] 
 
Stinnett, Alyssa. "Home Range and Core Use Areas by Atlantic Bottlenose Dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) 
in Murrells Inlet, SC.”  7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Rob Young and Eric Wright] 
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Stinnett, Alyssa. "Home Range and Core Use Areas by Atlantic Bottlenose Dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) 
in Murrells Inlet, SC.” Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentors: Rob Young and Eric Wright] 
 
Straub, Jessamin. "Fluvia Morphology and Bedform Migration in the Ebb Tidal Dominated Duplin River, 
Georgia.” Poster.  7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition *Third Place* Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Jenna Hill] 
 
Straub, Jessamin, J. C. Hill, R. F. Viso, R. N. Peterson, and M. Carter. ”Fluvial Morphology and Bedforms 
Migration in the Ebb Tidal Dominated Duplin River.” 2014 American Geophysical Union (AGU) Fall 
Meeting.  San Francisco, CA. December, 2014.  [Faculty Mentors: Jenna Hill, Richard Viso, Richard 
Peterson and Matthew Carter] 
 
Stroud, K., K. Yozzo, D. M. Allen and J. M. Harding. "Short-term Movements and Site Fidelity of Grass 
Shrimps (Palaemonetes spp.) in Salt Marsh Intertidal Creeks.” Marine Biology. 162:1275-1285. [Faculty 
Mentors: D. M. Allen and Julianna Harding] 
 
Troup, Meghan and Malarie O'Brien. "A Study of Hypoxic Events in Long Bay, South Carolina: 2004-
2014.” Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, 
SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Diane Fribance, Erin Hackett and Roi Gurka] 
 
Troup, Meghan and Malarie O'Brien. "A Study of Hypoxic Events in Long Bay, South Carolina: 2004-
2014.” Southern Regional Honors Council, 43rd Annual Conference Honors: Transcending Borders and 
Boundaries. Regency Hyatt, Greenville, SC. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Diane Fribance, Erin Hackett 
and Roi Gurka] 
 
Waldorf, Austin J. "Long Bay Water Quality Trends.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research 
Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Susan Libes] 
 
Waldorf, Austin J. "Long Bay Water Quality Trends.”  Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, 
SC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Susan Libes] 
 
Wesstrom, Shannon. "Environmental Education in the Galapagos.”  Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate 
Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Sharon 
Gilman and Catherine Scott] 
 
Whitefleet-Smith, L. and J. M. Harding. "Size Selective by Atlantic mud crabs, Panopeus herbstii (Milne 
Edwards) Feeding on Ivory Barnacles, Balanus eburneus (Gould).” Journal of Shellfish Research. 
33(10:25-33). [Faculty Mentor: Julianne Harding] 
 
Yascavage, Adam, Lindsay King, Benjamin Richard, Kristin Gunning, Eric Haffey, and Kyle Hoffman. 
“Blenny Habitat Use in a Southeastern Saltmarsh Creek.” Poster. 7th Annual Undergraduate Research 
Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Juli Harding and 
Dennis Allen] 
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Young, Lyndsay.” Multiple Pathways of Neurodegeneration in Caenorhabdtis Elegans.” 7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition, *Second Place* Oral Presentation, (Science and Mathematics), 
Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Daniel Williams] 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 
 
Deborde, Emily, Kyle Lewis and Tom Hoffman. "Informational Video: The Rubik's Cube challenge at the 
Horry County Tech Fair.”  Distributed to Horry County Math Teachers for the Horry County Tech Fair. 
Myrtle Beach, SC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Tom Hoffman] 
 
Deborde, Emily. "A Random Walk with the Dead.” Mathematics Association of America (MAA) 
Southeastern Section Spring Meeting. University of North Carolina, Wilmington, NC. Spring, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Nick Pritchard] 
 
Doherty, Sierra.  "4x4 to 2x2.”Mathematics Association of America (MAA) Southeastern Section Spring 
Meeting. University of North Carolina, Wilmington, NC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Tom Hoffman] 
 
Durant, Jessica B. "An Introduction to Time Scale Calculus.” Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. Fall, 2014.  
 
Lewis, Kyle. "Solving Rubik's Revenge.” 2015 Joint American Mathematics Association and Mathematics 
Association of America (AMS/MAA) Meeting. San Antonio, TX. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Tom 
Hoffman] 
 
Peter, Maria and Victor Harris. "Using Wavelets for Image Noise Removal.” Mathematics Association of 
America (MAA) Southeastern Section Spring Meeting .University of North Carolina, Wilmington, NC. 
Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Menassie Ephrem] 
 
Peter, Maria and Victor Harris. "Using Wavelets for Image Noise Removal.” Kennesaw Mountain 
Undergraduate Mathematics Conference. Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw, GA. [Faculty Mentor: 
Menassie Ephrem] 
 
Saeger, John. "The Cobb-Douglas Production Function: Analysis and Application of the Model.” 
Mathematics Association of America (MAA) Southeastern Section Spring Meeting. University of North 
Carolina, Wilmington, NC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: David Duncan] 
 
Wright, Damien. "How to Protect Gotham City Using Voronoi Diagrams.” 7th Annual Undergraduate 
Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Ogul 
Arslan] 
 
Wright, Damien. "How to Protect Gotham City using Voronoi Diagrams.” Mathematics Association of 
America (MAA) Southeastern Section Spring Meeting. University of North Carolina, Wilmington, NC. 
Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Ogul Arslan] 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY 
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Akins, Co, Sonja Schreck, Abby Boytos and JongHan Kim. "The Effect of Occupational Stigmatism on 
Seeking Help for Mental Illness.”  Southeastern Psychological Association. Hilton Head, SC. March, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: JongHan Kim] 
 
Allen, Tiffany. "Cell Phone Presence and Social Connectedness, Social Isolation, and Mood Changes.” 
Applied Research in Psychology (497).  Coastal Carolina University, April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Terry 
Pettijohn] 
 
Bannon, Paula.  "Internet Use, Self-Esteem, and Self Comparison among College Students.” Applied 
Research in Psychology (497).  Coastal Carolina University, November, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Joan 
Piroch] 
 
Barber, Amanda. "Violent Media and State Aggression in College Age Students.” Applied Research in 
Psychology (497).  Coastal Carolina University, November, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Joan Piroch] 
 
Barker, Amanda and Andrew Terranova. "Personality Traits, Prosocial Behavior, and Coercive Behavior 
on College Campuses.” Southeastern Psychological Association. Hilton Head, SC. March, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: Andrew Terranova] 
 
Barker, David. "College Student's Perception of Aging and Retirement.” Poster. 7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: William Hills] 
 
Barker, David. "Perceptions of Mental Illness in College Students.” Applied Research in Psychology (497).  
Coastal Carolina University, November, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Joan Piroch] 
 
Barker, David and Andrew Terranova. "Psychopathy and Indirect, Physical, and Electronic Aggression in 
College Students.” Southeastern Psychological Association. Hilton Head, SC. March, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: Andrew Terranova] 
 
Black, Paige. "Using a Customer's Name to Personalize Checks and Increased Tipping.” Applied Research 
in Psychology (497).  Coastal Carolina University, December, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Terry Pettijohn] 
 
Borger, Meagan. "Incivility and Cyber-Bullying in College Students.” Applied Research in Psychology 
(497).  Coastal Carolina University, November, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Joan Piroch] 
 
Boytos, Abby and JongHan Kim. "When can Biomedical Information and Abusive Family Background be 
Effective in Court?" Southeastern Psychological Association. Hilton Head, SC. March, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: JongHan Kim] 
 
Brito, Gabriela. "Acceptance of Cyberbullying Scenarios in Socially Included and Excluded College 
Students.” Applied Research in Psychology (497).  Coastal Carolina University, December, 2014. [Faculty 
Mentor: Terry Pettijohn] 
 
Brito, Gabriela R., Jamie N. Glass and T. F. Pettijohn, II. "Facial Features, Attractiveness, Conservatism, 
and Femininity of U.S. Congresswomen.” 61st Annual Meeting of Southeastern Psychological 
Association. Hilton Head, SC. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Terry Pettijohn] 
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Brito, Gabriela R., Jamie N. Glass, T. F. Pettijohn, II, J. T. Eastman. “Facial Feature Assessment of Popular 
U.S. R&B Music Singers across Time and Social and Economic Conditions.” Poster. 27th Annual 
Association for Psychological Science Convention. New York, NY. May, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Terry 
Pettijohn and J.T. Eastman] 
 
Carrone, Anthony. "Effects of a Brief Mindfulness Intervention on College Students Perceived Stress, 
Affects, and Trait Mindfulness". Applied Research in Psychology (497).  Coastal Carolina University, 
December, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Terry Pettijohn] 
 
Carrone, Anthony. "Tattoos and Risk Taking Behavior in College Students.”  Southeastern Psychological 
Association. Hilton Head, SC. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: M. Brennerman] 
 
Carrone, Anthony and Terry F. Pettijohn, II. "A Brief Mindfulness Intervention of College Students' 
Perceived Stress, Affect, and Mindfullness.” Poster.  27th Annual Association for Psychological Science 
Convention. New York, NY. May, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Terry Pettijohn] 
 
Ciocco, Nicole. "Environmental Stress and the Effects of Choosing a Mate with Different Levels of 
Testosterone and Cortisol.” Applied Research in Psychology (497).  Coastal Carolina University, 
December, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Terry Pettijohn] 
 
Clark, Marquita. "Self-esteem Level Comparisons in College Students.” Applied Research in Psychology 
(497).  Coastal Carolina University, December, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Terry Pettijohn] 
 
Clarke, Candice. "The Effects of Media Association on Female Sociosexuality Perceptions".  Applied 
Research in Psychology (497).  Coastal Carolina University, December, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Terry 
Pettijohn] 
 
Colombi, Lauren. "A Correlation between College Student Stress and Satisfaction with Life.” Applied 
Research in Psychology (497).  Coastal Carolina University, November, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Joan 
Piroch] 
 
Crass, Suzanne and Sharayah Swank. "Psychopathy and Sexual and Romantic Infidelity.” Southeastern 
Psychological Association. Hilton Head, SC. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Andrew Terranova] 
 
Crass, Suzanne. "Facial Feedback on Self Esteem, Optimism, and Openness to Challenge and Diversity.” 
7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Terry Pettijohn] 
 
Crass, Suzanne. "Facial Feedback and its Effects on Self-Esteem, Optimism, and Openness to Challenge 
and Diversity in College Students.” Applied Research in Psychology (497).  Coastal Carolina University, 
December, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Terry Pettijohn] 
 
Cundiff, Neshea. "Attitudes toward Police Brutality as Related to Race.” Applied Research in Psychology 
(497).  Coastal Carolina University, December, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Joan Piroch] 
 
Curry, Dominee. “Relationships among Body Dissatisfaction, Social Support, and Well-Being.” Applied 
Research in Psychology (497).  Coastal Carolina University, December, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Joan 
Piroch] 
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Deborde, Emily. "A Random Walk with the Dead.” Mathematics Association of America (MAA) 
Southeastern Section Spring Meeting. University of North Carolina, Wilmington, NC. March, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Nick Pritchard] 
 
DeCenzo, Gabriella. "The Effect of Mood on Low-Fat and High-Fat Food Preferences in College 
Students.” Applied Research in Psychology (497).  Coastal Carolina University, December, 2014. [Faculty 
Mentor: Terry Pettijohn] 
 
Dewitt, Derrica A. "The Influence of Music on Attractiveness Ratings in College Students.” Applied 
Research in Psychology (497).  Coastal Carolina University, December, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Terry 
Pettijohn] 
 
Dildine, Michelle. "Peer Victimization and Fear of Negative Evaluation in College Students.” Applied 
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Coastal Carolina University, Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Jason Eastman] 
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Seither, Brianna. “Mental Health Analysis at a Southeastern University.” Sociology Senior Thesis (497).  
Coastal Carolina University, Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Jason Eastman]  
 
Singleton, Mark. “Perceptions of Motorcycle Clubs among Motorcycle Club Members.” Sociology Senior 
Thesis (497).  Coastal Carolina University, Fall, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Robert Jenkot]  
 
Small, Angela. “Adult Children of Divorce.” Sociology Senior Thesis (497).  Coastal Carolina University, 
Fall, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Robert Jenkot]  
 
Smith, Chad. “Does Age Effect Preference on E-Book use Versus Traditional Reading Material?" 7th 
Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Jason Eastman]  
 
Smith, Chad. “Preference on E-Book use Versus Traditional Reading Material.” Sociology Senior Thesis 
(497). Coastal Carolina University, Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Jason Eastman]  
 
Sullivan, Justin. “Alcohol and Illicit Drug amongst Students.” Sociology Senior Thesis (497).  Coastal 
Carolina University, Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Jason Eastman]  
 
Sutherland, Amanda. “Social Work & Stress Management.” Sociology Senior Thesis (497).  Coastal 
Carolina University, Fall, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Robert Jenkot] 
 
Todd, Daniel. “Examining Attractiveness within Couples.” Sociology Senior Thesis (497).  Coastal Carolina 
University, Fall, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Robert Jenkot] 
 
Townsend, Stacy. “Stimulant Drugs among College Students and Their Peers.”  Sociology Senior Thesis 
(497).  Coastal Carolina University, Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Jason Eastman]  
 
Vest, Thomas. “Socialization and Interpersonal Relationships in Law Enforcement.” Sociology Senior 
Thesis (497).  Coastal Carolina University, Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Jason Eastman] 
 
Vick, Emily. “The Effect of Religious Adherence on Deviant Behavior.” Sociology Senior Thesis (497).  
Coastal Carolina University, Fall, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Robert Jenkot] 
 
Williamson, Kasie. “Anxiety Effects on Students Based on Gender and Location of Origin?” Sociology 
Senior Thesis (497).  Coastal Carolina University, Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Jason Eastman]  
 
Willis, Travis. "Is it working? Evaluating Sexual Assault Programming on a College Campus.” Sociology 
Senior Thesis (497).  Coastal Carolina University, Fall, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Robert Jenkot]  
 
Wilson, Keyaurna. “Race and the Death Penalty.” Sociology Senior Thesis (497).  Coastal Carolina 
University, Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Jason Eastman] 
 
Wold, Chris. “College Student Blackouts from Drinking Alcohol.” Sociology Senior Thesis (497).  Coastal 
Carolina University, Fall, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Robert Jenkot] 
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Woodhall, Stormi. “Staying Connected: The Social Networking and Self-Esteem.” Sociology Senior Thesis 
(497).  Coastal Carolina University, Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Jason Eastman] 
 
Yedigarian, Garik. “Athletes Cannot Keep their Hands Off of Beer Cans.” Sociology Senior Thesis (497).  
Coastal Carolina University, Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Jason Eastman] 
 
Yeomans, Kyle. “Prostitution & the Johns: An Examination of Police Reports of Johns.” Sociology Senior 
Thesis (497).  Coastal Carolina University, Fall, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Robert Jenkot]  
 
 
EDWARDS COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS, LANGUAGES AND CULTURES 
 
Athens, Bailey. "White Wool Hat.” Poetry. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall 
2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Carr, Paris D., Erin C. Davis, Randall Drayton, Wimberly McCarthy, Ashley G. McCulley, Tyler McLoughlin, 
Kately M. Miscia and Neka Stanley. "Queering it Up: A Coastal Carolina Conversation about 
Communication, Power, and Possible Pathways toward Reconciliation.” 2014 Carolina Communication 
Association Convention, Greenville, SC. October, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Deborah Breede] 
 
Crockett, Madison. 2015 Future Business Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda State Leadership 
Conference. (Website Design) *First Place* Charleston, SC. May, 2015.  
 
Debari, Emily. "Hands Up, Don't Shoot: An Analysis of National and Local Newspaper Coverage of Recent 
Protests.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. 
April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor:  Kyle J. Holody] 
 
Elmesiry, Yasmina. "Crooked.” Poetry. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall 
2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Gelibert, Jessica. "Curls Concerned: A Study of Reactions to Natural or Treated Hair.” 7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: Kyle Holody] 
 
Mills, Carlie. "Conducting Formative Research in Alcohol Social Norms Campaigns.” 7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: Mark Flynn] 
 
Rydstrom, Nikki and Billy Rydstrom. "The Impact of Product Placement.” 7th Annual Undergraduate 
Research Competition Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Monica 
Fine] 
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Tarabek, Sommersill Elizabeth. “untitled.“ Honors Thesis, Coastal Carolina University, Fall, 2014. [Faculty 
Mentor: Kyle Holody] 
 
Tarabek, Sommersill Elizabeth. "Co-op Mode: Parasocial Relationships between Video Game Characters 
and the Player.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, 
SC. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Kyle J. Holody]  
 
Tarabek, Sommersill Elizabeth. "Dress Me Up!: Reality Construction Through Commodity Acquisition.” 
*Mary E. Jarrard Undergraduate Paper Competition Finalist* 2014 Carolina Communication Association 
Convention, Greenville, SC. October, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Deborah Breede] 
 
Tarabek, Sommersill Elizabeth. "Work First and Play Afterwards.” New Student Convocation, Keynote 
speaker, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. August, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Deborah Breede] 
 
Tarabek, Sommersill Elizabeth. "The Book of Sisterhood.” Tempo Magazine. Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. 2014 [Faculty Mentor: Deborah Breede] 
 
Tarabek, Sommersill Elizabeth. "Sneeze Porn.” Best in Show.  Archarios. Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. 2013 [Faculty Mentor: Deborah Breede] 
 
Tarabek, Sommersill Elizabeth. "What is 'Sexy'?: Defining the Liberties and Limits of Sexuality through 
Japanese and Americanized Anime.” 43rd Annual PCA-ACA - Popular Culture Association-American 
Culture Association. Washington Marriott Wardman Park, Washington DC. March, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: Deborah Breede] 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 
 
Antonio, Mikaella Victoria. "We Are Ugly.” *Winner* 17th Paul Rice Poetry Broadside Series Contest. 
Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall, 2014. 
 
Antonio, Mikaella Victoria. "Sleeping Girl on Bus.” Poetry. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
  
Clark, Crystal Brooke. "(Un)wrapping Felix Gonzalez-Torres: The Relational Power and Contagious 
Wonderment of Candy and Other Things.” Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, Fall, 2014. [Faculty 
Mentor: Tripthia Pillar] 
 
Clark, Crystal Brooke. "(Un)wrapping Felix Gonzalez-Torres: The Relational Power and Contagious 
Wonderment of Candy and Other Things.” Graduate Union of Students of Art Symposium: Objects and 
Affects. Wollesen Memorial Graduate Symposium, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada. January, 
2015. [Faculty Mentor: Tripthia Pillar and Elizabeth Howie] 
 
Clark, Crystal Brooke. "(Un)wrapping Felix Gonzalez-Torres: The Relational Power and Contagious 
Wonderment of Candy and Other Things.” Southern Regional Honors Council: Transcending Borders and 
Boundaries Conference. Greenville Technical College and Clemson University, Greenville, SC. March, 
2015. [Faculty Mentors: Tripthia Pillar and Elizabeth Howie] 
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Clark, Crystal Brooke. "(Un)wrapping Felix Gonzalez-Torres: The Relational Power and Contagious 
Wonderment of Candy and Other Things.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal 
Carolina University, Conway, SC. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Tripthia Pillar and Elizabeth Howie] 
 
Clark, Crystal Brooke. "Brush.” Archarios. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Tripthia Pillar] 
 
Clark, Crystal Brooke. "Power-Aging in Richard III Endless Withering as Transgressive Authority.” 
Inaugural Research Conference of North American Network in Aging Studies Conference (NANAS) Miami 
University, Oxford, OH. May, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Cynthia Post] 
 
Clark, Crystal Brooke. "Paper Session: Older Women: Fighting Back.”  Chair. 2015 Aging and Age Studies: 
Foundations and Formations Conference.  Inaugural Research Conference of North American Network in 
Aging Studies (NANAS) Oxford, OH. May, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Cynthia Post] 
 
Green, Victoria "May 6, 2007.” *Honorable Mention* 18th Paul Rice Poetry Broadside Series Contest. 
Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. 
 
Haas, Jakob. "Space Therapy.” Creative Writing. Tempo Magazine. V:17:2, 47. Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC., Spring 2015. 
 
Holcombe, Kimberly. "Fallen.” *Best in Show* Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall 
2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Holcombe, Kimberly. "Fallen.” *Third Place* Poetry. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. 
Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Hooks, John Emory. "Bullet in Her Brain.” Creative Writing. Tempo Magazine. V:17:2, 48-50. Coastal 
Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. 
  
Hooks, John Emory. "Death Rattle.” Archarios. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall 2014/Spring 
2015.  [Faculty Mentor: Daniel Turner] 
 
Hooks, John Emory.  “The Imagined Southern Setting.”  Honors Thesis.  Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC.  [Faculty Mentor: Daniel Turner] 
 
Hunter, Hannah. "Beyond Marriage and Motherhood: The Motifs Involved in the Portrayal of Women in 
Literature.” Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall, 2014.  
 
Irish, Kira.  “untitled.”  Honors Thesis.  Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall, 2014.  
 
Johnson, Molly. "From West to East: Buddhism as Enlightenment in Her.”  7th Annual Undergraduate 
Research Competition.  Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Jennifer 
Boyle] 
 
Kane, Michael. "Presence.", "Pars Dobetica…wait, what”? and "Temple of Abandon.” Poetry. Tempo 
Magazine.  V:17:2, 51. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. 
 
Lauver, Jordan.  “untitled. “ Honors Thesis.  Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall, 2014. 
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Lewis, Kenneth. "Little Boy of Bishopville.”  Prose.  Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. 
Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Lewis, Kenneth. "Before Birth.” Poetry.  Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall 
2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Miller, Gabriel. "Communion.” *Honorable Mention* 17th Paul Rice Poetry Broadside Series Contest. 
Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall, 2014. 
 
Mullis, Courtney. "Philosophical Criticism: Camus, Sarte, and the Intersections of Existentialism and 
Literature.” Southern Regional Honors Council: Transcending Borders and Boundaries Conference. 
Greenville, SC. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Cynthia Port] 
 
Nicholas, Margaret. "Orca Hunting Song.” *Best in Show*Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, 
SC. Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Nichols, Margaret. "De`labr`e.” *Honorable Mention* 18th Paul Rice Poetry Broadside Series Contest. 
Coastal Carolina University. Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. 
 
Nichols, Margaret. "Identity Crafting: Reading the Agency and Art Implicit in Selfies.” Bridges.  A Journal 
of Student Research. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  Issue 9, Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor:  
Christian Smith] 
 
Nichols. Margaret. "Orca Hunting Song.” *Second Place* Poetry. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Pieczynski, Jo. "Female Chinese Protagonists in the Context of American Secondary Education.” 7th 
Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Cynthia Port] 
 
Pieczynski, Jo. "Ethical Implications of Single-Sex Education.” Southern Regional Honors Council: 
Transcending Borders and Boundaries Conference. Greenville, SC. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: 
Cynthia Port] 
 
Powell, Nicholas. "A Good Memory with You.” *Honorable Mention* 17th Paul Rice Poetry Broadside 
Series Contest. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall, 2014. 
 
Powell, Nicholas. "A Good Memory with You.” *First Place* Poetry. Archarios, Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Powell, Nicholas. "Ars Poetica.” *Winner* 18th Paul Rice Poetry Broadside Series Contest. Coastal 
Carolina University. Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. 
 
Sieibel, Pat. "Like Bees.”    Fiction. Tempo Magazine V:17:1, 38-41. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, 
SC.  Fall, 2014. Print.  [Faculty Mentor: David Cross Turner] 
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Siebel, Pat. "Specters of Nature: or, From Metaphor or Murder: The Nonhuman-animal in Rash's 
Serena.”   Bridges.  A Journal of Student Research. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. 
Issue 9, Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Daniel Cross Turner] 
 
Shaw, Madeline. "Shifting Attitudes about Gender and Sexuality in Ron Rash's Serena.” Bodies of 
Knowledge in the Academy: Embodied Knowledges and Academic Freedom, Women and Gender Studies 
Program, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC, April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Emma Howes] 
 




DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY 
 
Barton, Nicholas. "Folk and Slave Medicine and Professional Medicine in the Antebellum United States.” 
Palmetto Connections Symposium and the Carolinas Regional Conference of Phi Alpha Theta History 
Honor Society. USC-Beaufort, Hilton Head, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: John Navin] 
 
Carnan, Margaret. "Prostitution and Reformers in Antebellum America.”  *Best Paper in Session* 
Palmetto Connections Symposium and the Carolinas Regional Conference of Phi Alpha Theta History 
Honor Society. USC-Beaufort, Hilton Head, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: John Navin] 
 
Emory, Julie. "Samurai in Gaming Pop Culture Abstract.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research 
Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Brandon Palmer] 
 
Emory, Julie. "The Effects of Foreign Relations with Korea on Pre-Modern Japanese History."  
*Noteworthy - Scholars Academy* Palmetto Connections Symposium and the Carolinas Regional 
Conference of Phi Alpha Theta History Honor Society. USC-Beaufort, Hilton Head, SC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Brandon Palmer] 
 
Gardner, London and Shayna Shaw. "The Night of Pencils: Extreme Events of the Political Violence 
during Argentina's Dirty War.”  Latin American Studies Symposium, Birmingham Southern University, 
Birmingham, AL. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Rick Kilroy and Uri Rosenheck] 
 
Jones, Michael. "1960's American-Syrian Relations and the Ba'ath.”  *Best Paper in Session* Palmetto 
Connections Symposium and the Carolinas Regional Conference of Phi Alpha Theta History Honor 
Society. USC-Beaufort, Hilton Head, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Chris Gunn] 
 
Knutson, Joshua.  "Nullification Crisis: the Unionist Fight in SC. 1828-1833.”  *Best Paper in Session* 
Palmetto Connections Symposium and the Carolinas Regional Conference of Phi Alpha Theta History 
Honor Society. USC-Beaufort, Hilton Head, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: John Navin] 
 
Messer, Evan.  "The Anti-Isolationists Views of Theodor S. Geisel.” Palmetto Connections Symposium 
and the Carolinas Regional Conference of Phi Alpha Theta History Honor Society. USC-Beaufort, Hilton 
Head, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Brandon Palmer] 
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Qirici, Brikena. "Education and Slavery.”  Palmetto Connections Symposium and the Carolinas Regional 
Conference of Phi Alpha Theta History Honor Society. USC-Beaufort, Hilton Head, SC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: John Navin] 
 
Smith, Sean. "The GalliPolitics Campaign.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal 
Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Matt McDonough and Adam 
Chamberlain] 
 
Smith, Sean. "The GalliPolitics Campaign.”  Palmetto Connections Symposium and the Carolinas Regional 
Conference of Phi Alpha Theta History Honor Society. USC-Beaufort, Hilton Head, SC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Philip Whalen] 
 
 




Hardwick, Timothy. "Basso Continuo: The Original Lead Sheet.”  7th Annual Undergraduate Research 
Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Eric Crawford and 
Donald Sloan] 
 
The details of public performances from the 2014-2015 academic year are listed first, followed 




CCU World Music Ensemble. 
Jesse Willis, Director.  Wheelwright Auditorium, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. 
November, 2014.  
 
Guitar Studio Recital. 
Daniel Hull, Director.  Edwards Recital Hall, Thomas W. & Robin W. Edwards College of 
Humanities and Fine Arts, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. November, 2014.   
 
“Eclectic Expression.”  CCU Percussion Ensemble 
Jesse Willis, Director.  Wheelwright Auditorium, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  
November, 2014.  
 
CCU Saxophone Ensemble. 
Dan O’Reilly, Director.  Edwards Recital Hall, Thomas W. & Robin W. Edwards College of 
Humanities and Fine Arts, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  November, 2014. 
 
“Big Band”. CCU Jazz Ensemble.  Commercial Music & Jazz.   
Matt White, Director.  Wheelwright Auditorium, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  
November, 2014. 
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“Amahl and the Night Visitors.” Opera Production. 
By Gian Carlo Menotti.  Stage Dir. Steve Earnest, Music Dir. Timothy Koch and Producer: Jeffery 
Jones.  Wheelwright Auditorium, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. November, 2014. 
 
“Jazz Suite No. 2” CCU Symphonic Band. 
By Dimitri Shostakovich.  Directed James Tully.  Wheelwright Auditorium, Coastal Carolina 
University, December, 2014.   
 
CCU Low Brass Studio Recital. 
Edwards Recital Hall, Thomas W. & Robin W. Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts, 
Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  February, 2015.   
 
“Songs from the Heart: A Gershwin Tribute.”  Voice. 
Jeffery Jones, Director.  Edwards Recital Hall, Thomas W. & Robin W. Edwards College of 
Humanities and Fine Arts, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  February, 2015.  
 
“Command Performance: An Evening with Steve Bailey” with CCU Student Jazz Combo 1. 
Edwards Recital Hall, Thomas W. & Robin W. Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts, 
Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. March, 2015.   
 
“The ‘Music’ of William Shakespeare.”  CCU Concert, Chamber and Flute Choirs. 
Donald Sloan and Andrew Fowler, Directors.  Wheelwright Auditorium, Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC.  March, 2015.   
 
CCU New Jazz Ensemble and Jazz Ensemble. 
Chris Connolly and Matthew White, Directors. Wheelwright Auditorium, Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC.  November, 2014.   
 
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble.  “World Percussion Ensemble Showcase 
Competition.”  Percussive Arts Society & Rhythm!  Discovery Center, Indianapolis, Ind. 
Jesse Wills, Director.   
 
CCU Flute Recital. 
Amy Tully, Director.  Edwards Recital Hall, Thomas W. & Robin W. Edwards College of 
Humanities and Fine Arts, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  April, 2015.   
 
“Hands UP!.”  CCU Percussion Ensemble. 
By Ivan Trevino.  Jesse Willis, Director.  Wheelwright Auditorium, Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC.  April, 2015.   
 
“Isn’t it Romantic?”  CCU University Concert and Chamber Choir. 
Frances Sinclair, Director.  Wheelwright Auditorium, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.   
April, 2015.  
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“The Ridiculous.”  Opera Production. 
Dir. And narrator: David Bankston.  Director Music; Timothy Koch.  Pianist: Daniel Francis. 
Edwards Recital Hall, Thomas W. & Robin W. Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts, 
Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. 
 
“The Southern Soul of Muscle Shoals.”  POP 101. 
Dan O’Reilly, Director.  Wheelwright Auditorium, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  April, 
2015.   
 
“Symphonic Games.”  CCU Winds and the Symphonic Band. 
James Tully and Raul Barcenes, Conductors.  Wheelwright Auditorium, Coastal Carolina 





“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.   
Abbs, Ally. 
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.   
Aucoin, Cailin.  
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.   
Ballard, Moses. 
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.  
Bone, Nicholas. 
 “Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  Opera  
 “The Ridiculous.” Opera 
Brewster, Kyle. 
“Eclectric Expressions.” World Music Ensemble 
Brooks, Justin. 
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“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.   
“Eclectric Expressions.” World Music Ensemble 
Brown, Gabby. 
“Eclectric Expressions.” World Music Ensemble 
Calendrelli, Dan. 
CCU Saxophone Ensemble.  (saxophone) 
Campbell, Brianne.   
“Songs from the Heart: A Gershwin Tribute.”  (voice) 
Campetto, Mike. 
New Jazz Spring Concert. (saxophone) 
Canter, Ashley. 
 “Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  Opera (ensemble cast) 
Casella, Margaret. 
“Songs from the Heart: A Gershwin Tribute.”  (voice) 
Clark, Jennifer. 
Flute Studio. (flute) 
Clark, Juliann. 
“Songs from the Heart: A Gershwin Tribute.”  (voice) 
Comes, Joseph. 
“Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  Opera  
Culp, Nathan. 
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.  
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“Eclectic Expression.”  CCU Percussion Ensemble 
Daniels, Whitney. 
“Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  Opera  
Devilbiss, McKinley. 
Jazz Spring Concert.  
“Command Performance: An Evening with Steve Bailey.”  (bass) 
Douglas, Zach.  
 Jazz Spring Concert. 
“Command Performance: An Evening with Steve Bailey.” (trumpet) 
Ferguson, Bobo. 
 CCU Saxophone Ensemble.  (saxophone) 
Flynn, Bill.  
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.  
Forline, Tim.  
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.   
New Jazz Spring Concert.  (drums)  
“Eclectic Expression.”  CCU Percussion Ensemble 
Frederick, Reginald. 
World Music Ensemble. 
“Eclectic Expression.” CCU Percussion Ensemble 
Gay, Molly. 
“Amahl and the Night Visitor.”  Opera 
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 “The Ridiculous.” Opera 
Hall, Justin. 
“Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  Opera  
 “The Ridiculous.” Opera 
Hardwick, Timothy. 
 Guitar Studio Concert 
 Jazz Spring Concert.  (guitar) 
Hassanzaneh, Emilee. 
 “Songs from the Heart: A Gershwin Tribute.”  (voice) 
Healy, Stephen. 
 Jazz Spring Concert.  (trombone) 
Holman, Nick. 
 CCU Saxophone Ensemble. (saxophone) 
Hughes, Tyler. 
 New Jazz Spring Concert. 
Hutton, Kyle. 
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition. 
“Eclectic Expression.”  CCU Percussion Ensemble 
Johnson, Robert. 
 New Jazz Spring Concert.  (piano) 
Kelley, Liz.  
 Guitar Studio Concert. 
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 “Command Performance: An Evening with Steve Bailey.”  (vocal) 
Kelley, Cynthea. 
 Guitar Studio Concert. 
Lazer, Ally. 
 Jazz spring Concert.  (lead trombone) 
Lesure, Arieal. 
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.   
Lewis, Tim. 
 Jazz Spring Concert. (lead trumpet) 
Lindblade, Jamie. 
 World Music Ensemble 
Martin-Gray, Tabathia. 
 “The Ridiculous.” Opera 
Mason, Noelle. 
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition. 
 Flute Studio. (flute) 
Mason, Rick. 
 CCU Saxophone Ensemble. (saxophone) 
Mason, Ryan. 
 Jazz Spring Concert. (lead saxophone) 
McArthur, Jeremy. 
 Guitar Studio Concert. 
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McCann, Garrett. 
“Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  Opera 
McCray, Jasmine 
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.   
McDougal, Valerie. 
 “Songs from the Heart: A Gershwin Tribute.”  (voice) 
“Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  Opera  
McGann, Garrett. 
 “Songs from the Heart: A Gershwin Tribute.”  (Stage Director) 
McGuire, Taylor. 
 Guitar Studio Concert. 
McMillan, Wade. 
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.   
 “Command Performance: An Evening with Steve Bailey.”  (drums) 
Mills, Connor. 
 Jazz Spring Concert. (piano) 
Minardi, Ariel. 
“Songs from the Heart: A Gershwin Tribute.”  (voice) 
Mocarski, Chris. 
 CCU Saxophone Ensemble. (saxophone) 
 Jazz Spring Concert. (saxophone) 
Murray, Tyrice. 
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“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.   
Owens, Anderson. 
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.   
Parnell, Chandler. 
“Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  Opera  
 “The Ridiculous.” Opera 
Patton, Duece. 
 Jazz Spring Concert. (trombone) 
Phoenix, Riley. 
 “Songs from the Heart: A Gershwin Tribute.”  (voice) 
Pippert, Daniel. 
“Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  Opera 
Preston, DeAndrae.  
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.   
Jazz Spring Concert. (piano) 
Rabon, Riley. 
 New Jazz Spring Concert. (saxophone) 
 CCU Saxophone Ensemble. (saxophone) 
Rast, Phillip. 
“Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  Opera  
Ray, Micah. 
“Calpysamba.”  CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition. 
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“Eclectic Expression.”  CCU Percussion Ensemble 
 Jazz Spring Concert. (drums and percussion) 
Rebechi, Emily. 
 World Music Ensemble. 
Richeson, Johnny. 
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition. 
“Eclectic Expression.”  CCU Percussion Ensemble. 
 Jazz Spring Concert. (drums) 
Rose, Ann.  
 Flute Studio. (flute) 
Rose, Mark. 
 Flute Studio. (flute) 
Sartin, Stephen. 
 CCU Saxophone Ensemble (saxophone) 
 Jazz Spring Concert. (saxophone) 
Scheu, Christopher.  
 Guitar Studio Concert. 
 New Jazz Spring Concert. (guitar) 
Schulman, Naomi. 
 “Songs from the Heart: A Gershwin Tribute.”  (voice) 
“Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  Opera  
 “The Ridiculous.” Opera 
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Shanks, Amanda. 
 Flute Studio. (flute) 
Sherman, Jason. 
 “Songs from the Heart: A Gershwin Tribute.”  (voice) 
Smith, Alex. 
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.   
Smith, Nathan. 
“Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  Opera  
Sparks, Antonio. 
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.   
Sparks, Arthur. 
“Eclectic Expression.”  CCU Percussion Ensemble 
Stevenson, Christian. 
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.   
Taylor, Cameron. 
 “Songs from the Heart: A Gershwin Tribute.”  (voice) 
Terry, Austin.  
 Guitar Studio Concert. 
Tierney, Hannah. 
 Flute Studio. (flute) 
Vaughn, Brandon.  
“Calpysamba.” CCU World Percussion Ensemble Showcase Competition.   
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Vlandis, Nicholas. 
 “Command Performance: An Evening with Steve Bailey.”  (piano) 
 Jazz Spring Concert. (trumpet) 
Wagner, Matt. 
 Jazz Spring Concert. (trumpet) 
Walton, Hannah. 
 Flute Studio. (flute) 
Whiteside, Rob.  
 Guitar Studio Concert. 
Whitfield, Skyler. 
“Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  Opera  
Williams, Carmen. 
 “Songs from the Heart: A Gershwin Tribute.”  (voice) 
“Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  Opera  
Willis, Lee.  
 World Music Ensemble. 
Wilson, James. 
 “Songs from the Heart: A Gershwin Tribute.”  (voice) 
Yarosz, Caitlin. 
 “Songs from the Heart: A Gershwin Tribute.”   (voice) 
“Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  Opera  
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DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND RELGIOUS STUDIES 
 
McKinney, Nicklaus. "One Arm, One Camera.”  Athenaeum Press.  Coastal Carolina University, Conway, 
SC. Spring, 2015.   http://theathenaeumpress.com 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICS AND GEOGRAPHY 
 
Andreas, Jonathan N. "Recreational Catch and Release Fishing Activities Require License and Permits.” 
South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Columbia, SC, October, 
2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Bair, Erin S. “Health Care System Policies and Corruption.”  Investigating Global Corruption: Views from 
the International Student Festival in Trondhein (ISFIT) 2015, Norway.  February, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: 
Richard Aidoo] 
 
Bennett, Ashley S. "To Prohibit Vehicles with More than 6 Wheels, excluding Dual-Wheeled Trucks, from 
Driving in the Left Lane of a Freeway except when Entering or Exiting a Freeway or a Special Hazard 
Exists that Requires the Left Lane.”  South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General 
Assembly, Myrtle Beach, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Bennett, Ashley S. "Allow Faculty and Professional Staff at Colleges, Universities, Technical Colleges, and 
other Post-secondary Institution to Carry a Licensed Concealed Weapon on Campus.” South Carolina 
Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Columbia, SC. October, 2014. [Faculty 
Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Bradley, Princeton L. "Reduce the Number of South Carolina Residents who are Unemployed College 
Graduates.” South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Columbia, SC, 
October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Burr, Sarah. "Resolution on Russian-Ukraine Crisis; Irregular Migration; and Common EU Income Tax.” 
Model E U Council of the European Union, SUNY New Paltz and City College of New York, New York. 
March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Mariam Dekanozishvile] 
 
Carpio, Christina N. "Resolution on Russian-Ukraine Crisis; Irregular Migration; and Common EU Income 
Tax.” Model E U Council of the European Union, SUNY New Paltz and City College of New York, New 
York, NY. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Mariam Dekanozishvile 
 
Cohen, Dekel T. "Resolution on Russian-Ukraine Crisis; Irregular Migration; and Common EU Income 
Tax.” Model E U Council of the European Union, SUNY New Paltz and City College of New York, New 
York. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Mariam Dekanozishvile] 
 
Cohen, Dekel T. "Amend the South Carolina Code of Laws to Prohibit the Obstruction of License Plates.”  
South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Columbia, SC, October, 
2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
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Davis, Christina. "CINO: Legacy, Vision & Values.” 2015 Charting Your Course Leadership Conference, 
Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. March, 2015.  
 
Davis, Phillip B. "Resolution on Russian-Ukraine Crisis; Irregular Migration; and Common EU Income 
Tax.” Model E U Council of the European Union, SUNY New Paltz and City College of New York, New 
York. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Mariam Dekanozishvile] 
 
Dellamo, Ashley E. "Amend the South Carolina Code of Laws to Increase the Penalty for Those who are 
Convicted of Domestic Violence and/or Facing a Restraining Order and to Allow Law Enforcement 
Officials to Seize Firearms at the Time of Arrest.”  *Best Legislation* South Carolina Student Legislature, 
(SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Columbia, SC, October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick 
Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Dellamo, Ashley E. "Operators of Websites Delete Personal Information of an Individual's Charges and 
Mugshot, Free of Charge, Within 30 Days of Being Notified That All Charges did not Result in a 
Conviction.” South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Myrtle Beach, 
SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Detweiler, Ian. "To Edit Section 16-3-510 (hazing unlawful) to Include Psychological Harm and to Include 
All Student Organizations.”  South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, 
Myrtle Beach, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Detweiler, Ian. *Speaker Pro Tempore of the House* South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South 
Carolina General Assembly, Columbia, SC. October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam 
Chamberlain] 
 
Edgerton, Brian J. "To Make a More Equal Funding Program for the Public Primary School Systems of 
South Carolina Section 50-20-45.”  South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General 
Assembly, Myrtle Beach, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Edgerton, Brian J. "Prohibit Minors in the State of South Carolina from Using Commercial Tanning 
Equipment that Emits Ultraviolet (UV) Radiation.”  *Best New Delegate* South Carolina Student 
Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Columbia, SC, October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: 
Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Ewers, Kyla R. "To Make Admission to South Carolina State Parks Free for all Veterans of the United 
States Military Section 51-3-60.”  South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General 
Assembly, Myrtle Beach, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Ewers, Kyla R. "Resolution on Russian-Ukraine Crisis; Irregular Migration; and Common EU Income Tax.” 
Model E U Council of the European Union, SUNY New Paltz and City College of New York, New York.  
March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Mariam Dekanozishvile] 
 
Fender, Dylan P. "To Centralize the Way Local Police Departments Participate in the Department of 
Defense's 1033.”  South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, 
Columbia, SC. October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
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Fender, Dylan P. *2014 Delegation Chair* South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina 
General Assembly, Columbia, SC.  October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam 
Chamberlain] 
 
Fender, Dylan. "To Allow Student Body Presidents of State Supported Colleges and Universities to 
Become Voting Members of their Institution's Board of Trustees.” South Carolina Student Legislature, 
(SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Myrtle Beach, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick 
Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Fender, Dylan. *Secretary of State 2015* South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina 
General Assembly, Myrtle Beach, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam 
Chamberlain] 
 
Fender, Dylan. “Global Corruption via the Levels of Analysis.” Investigating Global Corruption: Views 
from the International Student Festival in Trondhein (ISFIT) 2015, Norway. February, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: Richard Aidoo] 
 
Fleming, Joseph. "South Carolina Counties: In the Shadows.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research 
Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Mikel Norris and 
Virginia Shoemaker Norris] 
 
Gilley, Eric and Diana Evans.  "Using Geospatial Mapping to Track Al-Qaeda.”  Poster. 7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: Susan Bergeron] 
 
Gordon, Samuel A. "To Further Enhance Tourism in South Carolina by Promoting "Family Week" the Last 
Weekend of August with DPRT.” South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General 
Assembly, Columbia, SC, October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Gordon, Samuel A. "To Require that State-Licensed Business Complete All Open Recall Notices before 
Selling a Vehicle or Motorcycle.” South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General 
Assembly, Myrtle Beach, SC. April, 2015 .[Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Gordon, Samuel A. "Resolution on Russian-Ukraine Crisis; Irregular Migration; and Common EU Income 
Tax.”  Model E U Council of the European Union, SUNY New Paltz and City College of New York, New 
York, NY. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Mariam Dekanozishvile] 
 
Hanzl, Kaitlyn P. "To Regulate the Treatment of, and Prevent the Cruelty to, Circus Animal.” South 
Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Columbia, SC, October, 2014. 
[Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Ikner, Sam. "This is Not a Joke.” Poetry. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. 
Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Kiernan, Craig.  “untitled .”  Honors Thesis.  Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  Spring, 2015.  
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Kiernan, Craig.  Captain.  Coastal Mock Trial Team. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.   [Faculty 
Mentor: Michael Julius] 
 
Leonard, Katherine E.  “untitled .”  Honors Thesis.  Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015.  
 
Lewis, Bryant A. *Supreme Court Chief Justice* South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina 
General Assembly, Columbia, SC, October, 2014.  [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam 
Chamberlain] 
 
Lewis, Bryant A. "To Amend the South Carolina State Constitution so That Any Elected State Official, 
including Members of the State Legislature, Once Impeached and Convicted, Shall be Prohibited 
Indefinitely from Holding any Other State Elected Position.” South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) 
South Carolina General Assembly, Columbia, SC. October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and 
Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Lewis, Bryant A. "Resolution on Russian-Ukraine Crisis; Irregular Migration; and Common EU Income 
Tax.” Model E U Council of the European Union, SUNY New Paltz and City College of New York, New 
York.  March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Mariam Dekanozishvile] 
 
Marks, Julietta M. "To Amend Section 63-9-30 to Define "Special Needs Child" in South Carolina Code of 
Laws, in Addition to Defining the Needs of Children with Special Circumstances.” South Carolina Student 
Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Myrtle Beach, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: 
Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Marks, Julietta M. "Resolution on Russian-Ukraine Crisis; Irregular Migration; and Common EU Income 
Tax.”  Model E U Council of the European Union, SUNY New Paltz and City College of New York, New 
York.  March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Mariam Dekanozishvile] 
 
Marks, Julietta M. *2014 Delegation Chair* South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina 
General Assembly, Columbia, SC. October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam 
Chamberlain] 
 
Marks, Julietta M.  “Add Section 24-13-240 to the South Carolina Code of Law to Aions to Create a 
Program for the Creation and Marketing of Textiles and Toys to the Public, for the Monetary Benefit of 
Inmates, their Families, and the Department of Corrections.”  South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) 
South Carolina General Assembly, Columbia, SC. October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and 
Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Marks, Juliette M. *Midland Regional Director and 2015 Delegation Chair* South Carolina Student 
Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Myrtle Beach, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: 
Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
McGuirt, Trenton I.  "To Require Entities that Provide Food Bank and Food Pantry Services to Increase 
the Value of Nutrition Found in the Food which They Provide.”  South Carolina Student Legislature, 
(SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Columbia, SC. October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick 
Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
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Miller, Rodney, Tatiana Mgrdechian and Rebecca Truluck.  "Gender and Political Knowledge in the 2014 
South Carolina Gubernatorial Election.” 7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal 
Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Morris, Brooke E. "To Require any Person over 15 Years Old who Desires to Operate a Vessel or a 
Personal Watercraft in Public Waterways to take a Boaters' Education Course." South Carolina Student 
Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Columbia, SC. October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: 
Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Morris, Brooke E. "To Remove ".  No Person shall be Eligible to the Office the Governor who Denies the 
Existence of the Supreme Being" from Article 4 Section 2 of the Constitution of South Carolina.”  South 
Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Myrtle Beach, SC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Nichols, Austin.  “Defining Globalization as I Relates to Corruption.” Investigating Global Corruption: 
Views from the International Student Festival in Trondhein (ISFIT) 2015, Norway. February, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Richard Aidoo] 
 
Nicholson, Christopher. "South Carolina Solar Politics.”  7th Annual Undergraduate Research 
Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Virginia Shoemaker 
Norris] 
 
Olivencia, James.  "To Allow Municipalities to Create and Implement Publicly Owned Internet and 
Broadband Networks, Enabling Them to Auction Off to Larger Providers or Create Stable, Competitive 
Markets at a Lower Price.”  South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, 
Columbia, SC. October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Olivencia, James. "To Prohibit the Burning of Yard Waste and Household Waste and Encourage the Use 
of Other Methods Such as Recycling, Storage, and Compost for Yard Waste Disposal.” South Carolina 
Student Legislature (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Myrtle Beach, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Repp, Taylor L. "To Mandate all School Buses Purchased and Owned by the State of South Carolina to be 
Equipped with Seatbelts.”  South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, 
Columbia, SC. October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Repp, Taylor L. "To Allow Children over the Age of 14 to Choose which Parent they Desire to Live within 
in a Child Custody Case.” South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, 
Myrtle Beach, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Rosdahl, Randolph H. "To Ensure the Protection of All People Who Have Found Themselves a Victim of 
Human Sex Trafficking in the State of South Carolina.”   South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South 
Carolina General Assembly, Myrtle Beach, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam 
Chamberlain] 
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Rydstrom, William W. "Limit how Long Parents or Guardians Can Leave Children Under 12 Years of Age 
Unattended in a Parked Vehicle.”  South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General 
Assembly, Myrtle Beach, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Shaw, Shayna and London Gardner. "The Night of Pencils: Extreme Events of the Political Violence 
during Argentina's Dirty War.”   Latin American Studies Symposium, Birmingham Southern University, 
Birmingham, AL. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Rick Kilroy and Uri Rosenheck] 
 
Shelton, Kelly, Abigail Blass, Aundrea Dolan, Hailey Ensor, Kristen Kibblehouse, Jessamin Straub and 
Tatiana Mgrdechian.  "Issues of Erosion and Sea Level Rise along Pawley's Island, South Carolina.” 7th 
Annual Undergraduate Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Pam Martin] 
 
Stackhouse, Charles, Dylan Fender, Erin Bair and Austin Nichols. "Investigating Global Corruption: Views 
from the International Student Festival in Trondheim (ISFIT) 2015, Norway.”   7th Annual Undergraduate 
Research Competition, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Richard 
Aidoo] 
 
Stackhouse, Charles.  “Global Corruption and Terrorism: Investigating the Liberalist and Realist Views.” 
Investigating Global Corruption: Views from the International Student Festival in Trondhein (ISFIT) 2015, 




Steward, Devonta. "Thanks.”  Poetry. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall 
2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Wyeth, Tyler J. "To Increase the Distance that a Structure for Human Habitation may be Built in 
Proximity to a Dune Crest along the South Carolina Coast.”  South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) 
South Carolina General Assembly, Columbia, SC. October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and 
Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Wyeth, Tyler J. "To Allow Business Licensees for Motorized Vehicles that Wish to Sell Food to Customers, 
as a Food Truck.”  South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, Myrtle 
Beach, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
Wyeth, Tyler J. "Resolution on Russian-Ukraine Crisis; Irregular Migration; and Common EU Income Tax.” 
Model E U Council of the European Union, SUNY New Paltz and City College of New York, New York.  
March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Mariam Dekanozishvile] 
 
Yates, Kaylee  A. "To Further Regulate Homeschools and Homeschool Associations to Ensure that 
Students Receive a Structured and Adequate Education by Requiring Annual Standardized Testing for all 
Homeschool Students.”  South Carolina Student Legislature, (SCSL) South Carolina General Assembly, 
Columbia, SC. October, 2014. [Faculty Mentors: Frederick Wood and Adam Chamberlain] 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE 
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Cataldo, Sara.  NYC Senior Showcase, Davenport Theatre, New York, NY. March, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: 
Monica Bell] 
 
Cataldo, Sara. “untitled .” Theatre Honors Thesis.  Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  Spring, 2015. 
 
Frederick, Miranda. "Hand.” Poetry. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall 2014/Spring 
2015. 
 
Harker, Gabrielle. “untitled .”  Theatre Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Spring, 
2015.  [Faculty Mentor: Monica Bell] 
 
Harker, Gabrielle. NYC Senior Showcase, Davenport Theatre, New York, NY. March, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentor: Monica Bell] 
 
Ivey, Brantley, Jolene Richardson, Maggie Mayeaux, Kaitlan Trammel, and Jordan Munson. "It's 
Happening…Processing Racism, LGBTQ Oppression, Suicide, and Sexual Violence.” 21st Annual Pedagogy 
and Theatre of the Oppressed Conference. Columbia College, Chicago, Ill. June, 2015.  [Faculty Mentor: 
Amanda Masteroaul] 
 
Saunders, Anna Elizabeth. "TEXAS! Musical Drama.”  Palo Duro Canyon, University of Texas-Austin, 
Austin, TX. 2015.  
 





“ZM.”  By Greg Kotis and Mark Hollmann.  Dir: John Woodson.  Music Dir: Steven Gross. 
Edwards Blackbox Theatre, Thomas W. & Robin W. Edwards College of Humanities and Fine 
Arts, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Summer, 2014.  Readings. 
 
“Little Women: The Musical.”  By Allan Knee, Music by Jason Howland, Lyrics by Mindi 
Dickstein, Dir: and Choreography by Adam Pelty.  79th Avenue Theatre, Atlantic Stage, Myrtle 
Beach Higher Education Center. Coastal Carolina University, September, 2014.   
 
“Lovely Milleress.”  By Franz Schubert.  Jeffery Jones and Philip Powell.  Recital Hall, Thomas W. 
& Robin W. Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, 
SC. October, 2014.   
 
“Metamorphoses.”  By Mary Zimmerman.  Dir. Benjamin Sota. Edwards Blackbox Theatre, 
Thomas W. & Robin W. Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts, Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. October, 2014.  Water stage Performance. 
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“Amahl and the Night Visitors.”  By. Gian Carlo Menotti.  Jeffery Jones, Music Produce, Timothy 
Koch, Music Director, Steve Earnest, Stage Director and Dan Francis rehearsal pianist.  
Wheelwright Auditorium, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  November, 2015.   
 
“Hair: The Musical.”  By Gerome Radni and James Rado.  Music by Galt MacDermot. Dir: Robin 
Edwards Russell.  Choreography by Becky Timms.  Edwards Blackbox Theatre, Thomas W. & 
Robin W. Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. 
November, 2014.   
 
“Picnic.”  By William Inge.  Dir: Monica Bell.  Edwards Blackbox Theatre, Thomas W. & Robin W. 
Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. 
February, 2015.   
 
“Orokos.”  Rebecca Randall Bryan Art Gallery, Thomas W. & Robin W. Edwards College of 
Humanities and Fine Arts, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. February, 2015.  Multimedia 
Immersion. 
 
“She Loves Me.”  By Joe Masterhoff.  Lyrics by Sheldon Harnick, Music by Jerry Bock. Dir. and 
Choreograph by Becky Timms.  Wheelwright Auditorium, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, 
SC.  February, 2015.   
 
“New York Showcase.” Dir: Monica Bell. Choreograph by Becky Timms. Dir: Michael Gribbin.  
The Davenport Theatre, New York, NY.  March, 2015.  
 
“The Vagina Monolouges.”  By Eve Ensler. Dir: Taylor Wright, Anna Sheridan and Miquela 
Rivers.  Johnson Auditorium, E. Craig Wall College of Business, Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. April, 2015.   
 
“Twelfth Night or What You Will.”  By William Shakespeare.  Dir: John Woodson.  Edwards 
Blackbox Theatre, Thomas W. & Robin W. Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts, Coastal 
Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015.   
 
“The Ridiculous.”  Dir: David Bankston.  Edwards Recital Hall, Thomas W. & Robin W. Edwards 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  April, 2015.   
 
“Toast.”  By Rex Rose.  Lyrics and book by Sam Carner.  Music by Derek Gregor.  Dir: John 
Woodson.  Music Dir: Steven Gross.  Edwards Blackbox Theatre, Thomas W. & Robin W. 
Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. May, 
2015.   
 
 
Student Performers  
 
Albers, Kathryn. 
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 “Twelfth Night or What You Will.” (Lead) 
 
Allen, Kaleb Brooks. 
 
 “Orokos.”  
  
 “Metamorphoses.” (Lead) 
 
 “Twelfth Night or What You Will.” (Supporting) 
 
Babson, Ethan.  
 "Hair: The Musical.”  (Ensemble cast) 
 


















 “Hair: The Musical.” (Ensemble cast) 
 






 “Metamorphoses.” (Lead) 
 




 “Twelfth Night or What You Will.” (Ensemble cast) 
 




 “Hair: The Musical.” 
 




 “Little Women: the Musical.” (Supporting) 
 
 “Hair: The Musical.” (Ensemble cast) 
 


















 “Hair: The Musical.” (Featured) 
 




 “Picnic.” (Scene Design) 
 




 “Hair: The Musical.” (Supporting) 
  
 “She Loves Me.” (Lead) 
 
Dankovich, Taylor. 
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 “Metamorphoses.”(Sound Design) 
 




 "Hair: The Musical.” (Ensemble cast) 
 
 “She Loves Me.” (Featured) (US Lead) 
 






 “Metamorphoses.” (Asst. Scene Design) 
 




 “Little Women: The Musical.” (Supporting) 
 




 “Little Women: The Musical.” (Light Design) 
 
 “Metamorphoses.” (Master Electrician) 
 
 “Hair: The Musical.” (Projection Design) 
 








 “Hair: The Musical.” (Ensemble cast) 
 
 “Picnic.” (Lead) 
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Fitzgerald, Shannon.  
 




 “Picnic.” (Lead) 
 




 “Little Women: The Musical.” (Lead) 
 
 “She Loves Me.” (Featured) 
 
 “Amahl and the Night Visitors.” (Ensemble cast) 
 
Garmon, Hannah.  
 




 “Metamorphoses.” (Lead) 
  














 “Little Women: The Musical.” (Stage Manager)) 
 
 “Metamorphoses.” (Asst. Lighting Design) 
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 “Metamorphoses.” (Lead) 
 
 “Picnic.” (Lead) 
 




 “Picnic.” (Supporting) 
 
 “Twelfth Night or What You Will.” (Featured) 
 
Hall, Lindsay.   
 





 “Metamorphoses.” (Lead) 
 












 “Little Women: The Musical.” (Asst. Lighting Design/Master Electrician) 
 
 “Metamorphoses.” (Asst. Stage Manager #1)) 
 
 “Picnic.” (Light Design) 
 




 “Little Women: The Musical.” (US Lead) 
 
 “She Loves Me.” (Featured) 
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 “Metamorphoses.” (Lead) 
 








 “Little Women: The Musical.” (Lead) 
 
 “She Loves Me.” (Ensemble cast) 
 






 “Little Women: The Musical.” 
 
 “Hair: The Musical.” (Ensemble cast) 
 




 “Little Women: the Musical.”  (Supporting) 
 
 “Hair: The Musical.” (Ensemble cast) 
 








 “Picnic.” (Asst. Stage Manager) 
 
 “She Loves Me.”  (Master Electrician Light Board Op) 
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Krenicki, William Preston. 
 
  
 “Metamorphoses.” (Asst. Scene Design)) 
 
 “Hair: The Musical.” (Set Design) 
 




 “Hair: The Musical.” (Ensemble cast) 
 










 “Sleepy Hollow.” (Ensemble cast) 
 





 “Hair: The Musical.” (Stage Manager) 
 





 “Picnic.” (Asst. Stage Manager) 
 
 “Twelfth Night or What You Will.” (Light Board OP) 
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 “Little Women: The Musical.” (US Lead) 
 
 “She Loves Me.” (Featured) (US Lead) 
 
 “TOAST.”  (Ensemble cast) 
 




 “Metamorphoses.” (Asst. Stage Manager #1))) 
 
 
 “She Loves Me.” (Asst. Costume Design) 
 
 “Hair: The Musical.” (Costume Design) 
 
Onofaro, John P. 
 




 “Hair: The Musical.”  (Ensemble cast) 
 
 “Picnic.” (Featured) 
 




 “Picnic.” (Costume Design) 
 




 “Hair: The Musical.” (Ensemble cast) 
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 “TOAST.”  (Ensemble cast) 
 













 “Picnic.” (Supporting) 
 
















 “Picnic.” (Featured) 
 




 “Hair: The Musical.” (Ensemble cast) 
  
 “Twelfth Night or What You Will.” (Lead) 
 
 “TOAST.” (Lead) 
 
Pierpont, Laura Elizabeth. 
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 "Metamorphoses." (Lead) 
 
 “She Loves Me.” (Ensemble cast) 
 




 “Little Women: The Musical.” (Supporting) 
 








 “Twelfth Night or What You Will.”(Supporting) 
 




 “Hair: The Musical.”  (Ensemble cast) 
 




 “Metamorphoses.” (Light Design) 
 
 “She Loves Me.” (Light Design) 
 




 “Picnic.” (Supporting) 
 




 “She Loves Me.” (Supporting) (US Lead) 
 
Rivers, Miquela Skye. 
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 “Hair: The Musical.” (Featured) 
 
 “Picnic.” (Supporting) 
 




 “Little Women: The Musical.” (Lead) 
 
 “Hair: The Musical.” (Ensemble cast) 
 
 “She Loves Me.”  (Lead) 
 
 “TOAST.” (Lead) 
 
Ryan, Daniel Cory. 
 










 “Hair: The Musical.” (Ensemble cast) 
 
 “Little Women: the Musical.” (Supporting) 
 
Saunders, Anna Elizabeth. 
 
 “She Loves Me.” (Featured) 
 




 “Orokos.”  
 
 “Metamorphoses.” (Lead) 
 
 “She Loves Me.” (Lead) 
 




 “Little Women: The Musical.” (Lead) 
 




 “Little Women: the Musical.” (Lead) 
 
 “TOAST.” (Ensemble cast) 
 




 “Little Women: The Musical.” (Featured) 
 




 “Picnic.” (Supporting) 
 




 “She Loves Me.” (Lead) 
 








 “Hair: The Musical.” (Ensemble cast) 
 
 “She Loves Me.” (Ensemble cast) 
 




 “TOAST.” (Ensemble cast) 
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Tarabek, Sommersill Elizabeth.  "The Suicide Note.”  Francis Marion University, Florence, SC. DAVED 






 “Metamorphoses.” (Asst. to the Director) 
 






 “Picnic.” (Supporting) 
 




 “The Vagina Monologues.” 
  
 “Hair: The Musical.” (Featured) 
 




 “Hair: The Musical.” (Lead) 
  
 “Picnic.” (Ensemble cast) 
  
 “TOAST.” (Lead) 
 
Voyak, Meghan. 
 “Picnic.” (Asst. Sound Design) 
 




 “The Vagina Monologues.” 
 
 “Picnic.” (Lead) 
 
Wallace, Robert. 
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 “TOAST.”  
 
White, Briar Presley. 
 
 “Hair: The Music.” (Ensemble cast) 
  
 “She Loves Me.” (Ensemble cast) 
  












 “Hair: The Musical.” (Lead) 
 








 “Hair: The Musical.” (Lead) 
 
 “Picnic.” (Lead) 
 
 




Alson, Brandon."Gekkeikan High Spirits.”  Student Winner.  Sales Promotion - Packaging. 2015 Student 
Silver ADDY Award. American Advertising Federation, Coastal Carolina. Myrtle Beach, SC. Spring, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Jeff Case] 
 
Arakas, Ashlee F. "Birds of a Feather: Gouldin Finches.”  Watercolor. Archarios, Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
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Arakas, Ashlee F. "Birds of a Feather: Cockatiels.” Watercolor. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Barrett, Brant. "Beam Me Up Scotty.” *Best in Show* Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  
 
Barrett, Brant.  "Beam Me Up Scotty.” *Second Place* Photography, Digital. Archarios, Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC.  2015. 
 
Barrett, Brant. "Eyes on the South.”  (Santee Coastal Reserve) Photography. OXFORD**American** The 
Southern Magazine of Good Writing. 
www.oxfordamerican.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=493 December, 2014.  
 
Barrett, Brant." Santee Coastal Reserve.”  Photo Documentary. OXFORD**American** The Southern 
Magazine of Good Writing. www.oxfordamerican.org/item/400-brant-barrett   
 
Burkett, Erica. "Controlled Interpretation.”  Poster Design. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Burkett, Erica. "Archarios, Literary Art Magazine."  Emily Rosen, Editor and Erica Burkett, Art Director. 
Student Winner. Collateral Material - Magazine Design. 2015 Student Gold ADDY Award. American 
Advertising Federation, Coastal Carolina. Myrtle Beach, SC. Spring, 2015.  
 
Burkett, Erica. "Tempo Magazine."  Pat Siebel, Ed. and Taylor, Amanda. Asst. Ed. Student Winner.  
Collateral. 2015 Student Silver ADDY Award. American Advertising Federation, Coastal Carolina. Myrtle 
Beach, SC. Spring, 2015.  
 
Buse, Tyler. "28 Days Later Title Sequence.” Student Winner. Elements of Advertising - Animation or 
Special Effects. 2015 Student Silver ADDY Award. American Advertising Federation, Coastal Carolina. 
Myrtle Beach, SC. Spring, 2015.  
 
Cottingham, Christopher D. "Shadow of Colossus Typography.” Digital Illustration. Archarios, Coastal 
Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Cottingham, Christopher D. "Virgil's Root Beer Redesign.” Packaging Design. Archarios, Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Cudebec, Corina. "Bettlejuice Title Sequence.” Student Judges Choice.  Elements of Advertising - 
Animation or Special Effects. 2015 American Advertising Federation, Coastal Carolina. Myrtle Beach, SC. 
Spring, 2015.  
 
Cudebec, Corina. "Beetlejuice Title Sequence.”  Student Winner. Elements of Advertising - Animation or 
Special Effects. 2015 Student Gold ADDY Award. American Advertising Federation, Coastal Carolina. 
Myrtle Beach, SC. Spring, 2015.  
 
Englehart, Emily. "Hubert's Lemonade.” Packaging Design. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
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Englehart, Emily. "Hubert's Lemonade Six Pack.” Student Winner. Sales Promotion-Packaging. 2015 
Student Silver ADDY Award. American Advertising Federation, Coastal Carolina. Myrtle Beach, SC. Spring, 
2015.  
 
Englehart, Emily. "The Real Basmati Rice Co.”  Student Winner. Sales Promotion-Packaging. 2015 
Student Bronze ADDY Award. American Advertising Federation, Coastal Carolina. Myrtle Beach, SC. 
Spring, 2015.  
 
Jordan, Tori. "Gullah: The Voice of an Island.”  Student Best in Show.  Integrated Campaign. 2015 
Student Bronze ADDY Award. American Advertising Federation, Coastal Carolina. Myrtle Beach, SC. 
Spring, 2015.  
 
Jordan, Tori. "Tempo Magazine Spring 2014."  Pat Siebel, Editor and Shawnete Posely, Asst. Ed. *Student 
Winner*. Collateral. 2015 Student Bronze ADDY Award. American Advertising Federation, Coastal 
Carolina. Myrtle Beach, SC. Spring, 2015.  
 
Jordan, Tori. "Gullah: The Voice of an Island.” Student Winner. Intergrated Campaigns - Consumer. 
Athenaeum Press at Coastal Carolina University. Student Gold ADDY Award. American Advertising 
Federation, Coastal Carolina. Myrtle Beach, SC. Spring, 2015. 
 
Knight, Joshua. "Anticipation.”   Watercolor. 39th Transparent Watercolor Society of America's Student 
Exhibition. Kenosha Public Museum, Kenosha, WS. May, 2015. 
 
Leonard, Brittany E. "Symmetry.”  Photography, Analog.  Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, 
SC. Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Loper, Ashley. "Teal Pages.”  *Student Winner* Collateral Material - Cover. 2015 Student Bronze ADDY 
Award. American Advertising Federation, Coastal Carolina. Myrtle Beach, SC. Spring, 2015.   
 
Loper, Ashley. "Tapestry.”   Designer/Art Director, Erica Burkett, Designer and Emily Munn, 
Photographer. *Student Winner* Collateral-Book Design. 2015 Student Silver ADDY Award. American 
Advertising Federation, Coastal Carolina. Myrtle Beach, SC. Spring, 2015.  
 
Munn, Emily. Silver Addy (3) photos. Student Silver ADDY Award. American Advertising Federation, 
Coastal Carolina. Myrtle Beach, SC. Spring, 2015.  
 
Munn, Emily. "Voice of Gullah.” Photography. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC.  Fall 
2014/Spring 2015.  
 
Munn, Emily. "Color Fields.” *First Place* Photography, Digital. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, 
Conway, SC. Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Munn, Emily. "Color Fields.” *Best in Show* Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall 
2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Norton, Cayla."Functionalitea.” Ceramic/Metal. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. 
Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
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Oliva, Collin S. "Liberty Petroleum identity.” *Student Winner* Elements of Advertising - Logo. 2015 
Student Silver ADDY Award. American Advertising Federation, Coastal Carolina. Myrtle Beach, SC. Spring, 
2015.  
 
Ryan, Erin S. "Sadade.” *Best in Show*Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall 
2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Ryan, Erin S. "Sadade.” *Third Place* Pen and Ink. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. 
Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Sellers, Ariana J. "Tooth Fairy's Rodeo Brooch.” Metal/Human Tooth. Archarios, Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. Fall 2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Sellers, Ariana J. "Like Bumper Cars.” Poetry. Archarios, Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Fall 
2014/Spring 2015. 
 
Simpson-Krazia, Jamal. "Seattle's Best Coffee Packaging Design.” *Student Winner* Sales Promotion-
Packaging. 2015 Student Bronze ADDY Award. American Advertising Federation, Coastal Carolina. Myrtle 
Beach, SC. Spring, 2015. 
 
Willwerth, Holly. "Six-Pack Redesign - Sierra Nevada Pale Ale.” *Student Winner* Sales Promotion-
Packaging. 2015 Student Bronze ADDY Award. American Advertising Federation, Coastal Carolina. Myrtle 




McNair, Cory.  "untitled.”  *Best in Show*  2015 American Advertising Federation, Coastal Carolina. 
Myrtle Beach, SC. Spring, 2015.  
 




SPADONI COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY 
 
Peters, Mckenzie.  "Productive Learning Time and The Implications It has on Teachers”.  7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition.  Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentors: Richard Costner and Catherine Scott] 
 
Wesstrom, Shannon. "Local Environmental Awareness on the Galapagos”.  Poster. 7th Annual 
Undergraduate Research Competition. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty 
Mentors: Sharon Gillman and Catherine Scott] 
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
 
Dickerson, Shaylee, M. Famularo, L. New, and J. Vereen. "Moving and Connecting: PETE Candidates 
Mentor 'Youth at Risk' in Community Schools”.   Southern District American Alliance for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation and Dance (SDAAHPERD) Lexington, KY. February, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Sandra 
Nelson] 
 
Howaniec, Shaylee, and A. Scuderi. "Learning to Lead: Are you Ready?" 87th South Carolina Alliance of 
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance (SCAHPERD). Myrtle Beach, SC. November, 2014.  
[Faculty Mentor: Sandra Nelson] 
 
Leiss, B., M. Todd, and Thomas M. Josephson. "Mentoring and Moving: A University-School Partnership 
Prepares Teacher Education Candidates”.  Southern District American Alliance for Health, Physical 




DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION 
 
Annuziata, Nina. "Our Voices Count: LGTB Educators Experiences and Its Impact on Teacher Education”. 
7th Annual Undergraduate Research Competition. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: John Delport] 
 
Dykes, F. John Delport and Nina Annuziata.  “Our Voices Count: LGBT Educator Experiences and Its 
Impact on Teacher Preparation.”  Council for Exception Children, SC Council for Exceptional Children, 
Myrtle Beach, SC.  February, 2015.  (Faculty Mentors: John Delport and F. Dykes] 
 
Delport, John, Jamia Richmond, Thomas Kemper and Nina Annuziata.  “Crossing the Barriers, Expanding 
Knowledge, Fostering Relationships: Teacher Preparation Partnering with Community Organizations.” 
Poster.  Best Practices for Education Professionals. Vol. 2/Apple Academy Press. ISBN: 9781771884129 
(in press) April, 2015.  [Faculty Mentor: John Delport] 
https:www//higherlogicdownload.s3amazonaws.cms/…/2015programs 
 
Student Research: These educational databases are generated by student assignments.  Individually, the 
assignments are not major scholarly works, but collectively they are a substantial and valuable resources 
for teachers. 
• Learning Strategies Online Database  http://coastal.edu/education/lsod/ 




Minardi, Ariel.  "Bioinformatics of Polymerases”.  Honors Thesis. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, 
SC. Spring, 2015.  [Faculty Mentor: Jeffery Jones] 




Fitzpatrick, Devon. Big Read Essay Contest *Second Place* Class of 2018 New Student Convocation. 
Coastal Carolina University. August, 2014.  
 
WALL COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
 
DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING 
 
Graham, Emily.  2015 Future Business Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda State Leadership 
Conference. (Account Principles)  *First Place*  Charleston, SC.  May, 2015.  
 
Hetzel, Hanna. "CINO Legacy, Vision & Values”. 2015 Charting Your Course Leadership. Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. March, 2015.  
 
Newman, Brittany. ”untitled.” Honors Thesis. CCU Honors of Excellence Award. Coastal Carolina 
University, Conway, SC. Spring, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Nicholas Rhew] 
 
Willmore, Austin.  “The Implication of US GAAP and IFRS Convergence on American Business”.  Honors 
Thesis, Coastal Carolina University, Fall, 2014. [Faculty Mentor: Sheila Mitchell] 
 
Willmore, Austin.  "The Implication of US GAAP and IFRS Convergence on American Business”.  Bridges:  
A Journal of Student Research. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. Issue 9, Spring, 2015. 
[Faculty Mentor: Sheila Mitchell] 
 
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND ECONOMICS 
 
Funk, Kara. 2015 Future Business Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda State Leadership Conference. 
(Personal Finance) *First Place*. Charleston, SC. May, 2015.   
 
DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT AND DECISION SCIENCE 
 
Burlinson, Jonathan. 2015 Future Business Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda State Leadership 
Conference. (Business Communication) *First Place*.  Charleston, SC. May, 2015.  
 
Rydstrom, Billy and Nikki Rydstrom. "The Impact of Product Placement”. 7th Annual Undergraduate 
Research Competition. Coastal Carolina University, Conway, SC. April, 2015. [Faculty Mentor: Monica 
Fine] 
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Cochran, Samanath. 2015 Future Business Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda State Leadership 
Conference. (Website Design).  *First Place*.  Charleston, SC. May, 2015.  
 
Donovan, Katelyn. 2015 Future Business Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda State Leadership 
Conference. (Job Interview)  *Second Place*.  Charleston, SC. May, 2015.   
 
Saguto, Lisa. Big Read Essay Contest.  *Third Place*.  Class of 2018 New Student Convocation. Coastal 




Keistler, Patrick and Savannah Murray.  "CINO Legacy: Balance Work and Life”.  2015 Charting Your 




[Gray highlighting indicates an off-campus, non-CCU event or publication] 
 
